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System Configuration

1. Type Configuration

■ Outdoor Unit

● 8 horsepower, 10 horsepower

SGP-E70J2GU2
SGP-E90J2GU2

● 13 horsepower, 16 horsepower, 20 horsepower

SGP-E120J2GU2
SGP-E150J2GU2
SGP-E190J2GU2
SGP-E190J2GU2W (hot water dispensing)
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System Configuration

2. System Configuration

(1) Multi-type system
■ Example of use of distribution pipe set (sold separately)
(The number of indoor units that can be connected is in the range 50-200% of the outdoor unit capacity, up to a maximum of
24 units)
● Example of use of pipe branch

Example 1
Outdoor unit

Example 2

Pipe branch

Outdoor unit

Within 1 meter

Shut off valve
(supplied on site)

Indoor unit

Pipe branch

Example 3

Indoor unit

* Line branch type

Outdoor unit
Pipe branch

Indoor unit
Remote control

● Example of use of header

Note: From one header there can be up to 4
branches. For 5 or more branches in a
header system, use 2-3 headers.

Indoor unit
Outdoor unit
Remote
control

Note: After branching from a
header, a pipe cannot be
branched again.

Header

● Example of use of combined header and pipe branch

Example 1

Example 2
Outdoor unit

Outdoor unit

Header

Pipe branch

Indoor unit

Header
Pipe branch

Remote control

Indoor unit
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The branch ports of the header are closed
when the unit is shipped. When expanding
the system connect them to the pipework.

System Configuration

2. System Configuration

■ System outline
● 70 Type: Indoor 20 unit system
(equivalent to 8 HP)
No. of indoor units connected:
22 type (equivalent to 0.8 hp) and above,
maximum 20 units
SGP-E70J2GU2
Cooling capacity: 22.4kW
Heating capacity: 26.5kW

● 90 Type: Indoor 24 unit system
(equivalent to 10 HP)
No. of indoor units connected:
22 type (equivalent to 0.8 hp) and above,
maximum 24 units
SGP-E90J2GU2
Cooling capacity: 28.0kW
Heating capacity: 33.5kW

● 120 Type: Indoor 24 unit system
(equivalent to 13 HP)
No. of indoor units connected:
22 type (equivalent to 0.8 hp) and above,
maximum 24 units

● 150 Type: Indoor 24 unit system
(equivalent to 16 HP)
No. of indoor units connected:
22 type (equivalent to 0.8 hp) and above,
maximum 24 units
SGP-E150J2GU2
Cooling capacity: 45.0 kW
Heating capacity: 53.0 kW

SGP-E120J2GU2
Cooling capacity: 35.5 kW
Heating capacity: 42.5 kW
● 190 Type: Indoor 24 unit system
(equivalent to 20 HP)
No. of indoor units connected:
22 type (equivalent to 0.8 hp) and above,
maximum 24 units
SGP-E190J2GU2
Cooling capacity: 56.0kW
Heating capacity: 67.0kW

(2) heat exchanger unit
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Outdoor Unit

1. Conditions for gas use

(1) Usable Gas
1Depending upon the calorific value of the natural gas, the setting for the gas fuel flow rate adjustment nozzle will differ.

(2) Gas Supply Pressure

(mbar)

Gas Supply

Min.

Normal

Max.

G20, G25
(Natural Gas)

17

20

25

G31
(LPG)

25

37

45

(3) Applicable Gas Type

G31
95.65

G20
37.78

G25
32.49

(4) Gas Maximum Flow Volume

The gas maximum flow volume is the quantity of gas consumed after start up and operating at full capacity, with the gas at 40oC and
at 20 mbar pressure.
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Outdoor Unit

1. Conditions for gas use

(5) When using Propane
● When using Propane as the gas fuel (Applicable model type:
SGP-E××× J2GU) it is necessary to adjust the fuel adjustment
valve and the gas type setting.

Bypass lod
when using LNG

1 Fuel valve setting
• With the power supply breaker for the outdoor unit OFF

when using LPG

4 x 20 screws

Remove the cover of the fuel distribution box.
Remove the 4×20 screws as shown in the diagram (4 locations)
and remove the bypass lid.
Reverse the bypass lid (concave part facing out) and fix it with the
removed screws.
Note: After fixing the lid, check that there is no gas leak. Fires can
be caused by leaking fuel gas etc.
Close the lid of the fuel distribution box.

Attach the “gas type setting/adjustment completed” label in the prescribed PL NAME position in the electrical control box.

2 Fuel Gas Type Setting
• Check that the fuel adjustment valve setting has been set before operating the outdoor control board.
Press the home key (S004) for longer than one second and the menu item number will be displayed.
Next, press the up (S007)/down (S006) key to set the menu item number to
After displaying

,

is displayed. When

.
is displayed press the set (S005) key. The

green LED (D053) lights up, and the system address setting is displayed.
(For example:

)

Next operate the down (S006)/up (S007) key, to display the gas type setting. When the gas type setting is displayed, press the set
(S005) key for longer than one second.
*When setting the gas type,

** is displayed.

(for ** enter 00-09•A0A-0F
A red LED (D052) lights up, indicating that a forced setting is being carried out. In this condition, press the down (S006)/up
(S007) key, and select the gas type.
*The relationship between display and gas type is as shown in the following table.
Display

Gas type

Up key

(GAS 00)

Propane

G31

(S007)

(GAS 01)

No use

Down key

(GAS 02)

Natural gas G20

(S006)

(GAS 03)

Natural gas G25

After completing selection of gas type, press the set (S005) key for longer than 1 second. The red LED (D052) will be
extinguished.
Press the home (S004) key to complete the setting.
*When using propane, change the setting in accordance with the above procedure to
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Outdoor Unit

2. Specification

Model

SGP-E70J2GU2

External dimensions (mm)
Hei ght
W idth
Dept h
Weight (kg)
Performance (kW)
Cooling capacity
Heating capacity
(Standard)

Starter type
22.4

Engine cooling water
Quantity(L)

26.5

Concentration, freezing
temperature

26.5

Cooling water pump rated
output(W)

220-240V

Power supply
Electrical characteristics

Heating
(230V)

Displacement(L)
Rated output(kW)
Type
Lubricating oil
Quantity
(L)
Starter motor

2,253
1,290
1,000(+106)
700

Heating capacity
(low temperature)

Cooling
(230V)

Engine

Refrigerant×Quantity(kg)
Air intake
Air outlet
Piping
Refrigerant gas tube
Refrigerant liquid tube
Fuel gas port

50Hz
Operating
current(A)

2.9

Power consumption
(kW)

0.63

Power factor (%)

93

Operating
current(A)

3.2

Power consumption
(kW)

0.70

Start up current (A)
Fuel consumption (kW)
Cooling
Heating
(standard)
Heating
(low temperature)
Compressor

Power factor (%)
25
G/C
17.8/20.5

Exhaust gas drain port
diameter(mm)
Operating noise dB(A)
Blower
Blower type
Rated air volume (m3/min)
Rated output (kW)
Heater for drain filter (W)
Heater for cooling water
Cooling water heater(W)
Paint color (Munsell code)

94

19.4/22.3
21.1/24.9

Cooling oil volume (L)

2.7(HP-9)

Crank case heater (W)

20

1.274
7.5
Sanyo Genuine GHP

32
DV12V×0.8kW
AC/DC conversion type
DC starter
23
50V/V%, -35ºC
160
HFC[R407C]×9.5
Front and rear
Top
25.4(brazed)
12.7(brazed)
R3/4(male screw)
27 rubber hose
56
Propeller fan×1
150
0.45
20
250
Silky shade (1Y8.5/0.5)

Notes
1. The cooling capacity and heating capacity described in the tables are the values when the unit operates under the test condition of JIS B 8627
Operating condition

Cooling

Heating(standard)

Heating(low temperature)

Indoor air intake temperature

27ºCDB, 19ºCWB

20ºCDB

Less than 20ºCDB, 15ºCWB

Outdoor air intake temperature

35ºCDB

7ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2. The value of cooling power consumption indicates the electrical power consumed during cooling overload operation when Indoor air intake
temperature is 32ºCDB/23ºCWB, and Outdoor air intake temperature is 43ºCDB.
3. The operating noise was measured at the position of 1.5 meter from the ground and 1 meter from the front of the unit. However, in an actual
installation there are various additional conditions, and normally the noise level is higher than the indicated value.
4. Under fuel consumption, G indicates 100% propane, with a calorific value of 37.78MJ/NM3+5%, and C indicates other gas.
5. The values shown in the table are for 50Hz.
6. The specification is subject to change without notice, due to improvements etc.
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Outdoor Unit

2. Specification

Model

SGP-E90J2GU2

External dimensions (mm)
Hei ght
W idth
Dept h
Weight (kg)
Performance (kW)
Cooling capacity

Starter motor
Starter type

28.0
33.5

Heating capacity
(low temperature)

33.5

Power supply
Electrical characteristics 50Hz

Heating
(230V)

Displacement(L)
1.274
Rated output(kW)
7.5
Type Sanyo Genuine GHP 10TH
Lubricating oil Quantity
32
(L)

2,253
1,290
1,000(+106)
720

Heating capacity
(Standard)

Cooling
(230V)

Engine

Engine cooling water
Quantity(L)
Concentration, freezing
temperature
Cooling water pump rated
output(W)

220 ~ 240V
Operating
current(A)

2.9

Power consumption
(kW)

0.63

Power factor (%)

93

Operating
current(A)

3.2

Power consumption
(kW)

0.70

Power factor (%)
25
Start up current (A)
Fuel consumption (kW) G/C
22.6/25.9
C ooling
Heating
24.7/28.3
(standard)
Heating
(low temperature)
Compressor
Cooling oil volume (L)
Crank case heater (W)

Refrigerant×Quantity(kg)
Air intake
Air outlet
Piping
Refrigerant gas tube
Refrigerant liquid tube
Fuel gas port
Exhaust gas drain port
diameter(mm)
Operating noise dB(A)
Blower
Blower type
Rated air volume(m3/min)
Rated output (kW)
Heater for drain filter (W)
Heater for cooling water
Cooling water heater(W)
Paint color (Munsell code)

94

27.2/32.5

DC12V×0.8kW
AC/DC conversion type DC
starter
23

50V/V%, -35ºC
160
HFC[R407C]×10
Front and rear
Top
28.58(brazed)
12.7(brazed)
R3/4(male screw)
27 rubber hose
56
Propeller fan×1
150
0.45
20
250
Silky shade (1Y8.5/0.5)

2.7(HP-9)
20

Notes
1. The cooling capacity and heating capacity described in the tables are the values when the unit operates under the test condition of JIS B 8627
Operating condition

Cooling

Heating(standard)

Heating(low temperature)

Indoor air intake temperature

27ºCDB, 19ºCWB

20ºCDB

Less than 20ºCDB, 15ºCWB

Outdoor air intake temperature

35ºCDB

7ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2. The value of cooling power consumption indicates the electrical power consumed during cooling overload operation when Indoor air intake
temperature is 32ºCDB/23ºCWB, and Outdoor air intake temperature is 43ºCDB.
3. The operating noise was measured at the position of 1.5 meter from the ground and 1 meter from the front of the unit. However, in an actual
installation there are various additional conditions, and normally the noise level is higher than the indicated value.
4. Under fuel consumption, G indicates 100% propane, with a calorific value of 37.78MJ/NM3+5%, and C indicates other gas.
5. The values shown in the table are for 50Hz.
6. The specification is subject to change without notice, due to improvements etc.
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Outdoor Unit

2. Specification

Model

SGP-E120J2GU2

External dimensions (mm)
Hei ght
W idth
Dept h
Weight (kg)
Performance (kW)
Cooling capacity

Heating capacity
(low temperature)

42.5

Engine cooling water
Quantity(L)
Concentration, freezing
Cooling water pump rated
output(W)
Refrigerant×Quantity(kg)
Air intake
Air outlet
Piping
Refrigerant gas tube
Refrigerant liquid tube
Fuel gas port

220 ~ 240V

Power supply
Electrical characteristics

50Hz
Operating
current(A)
Power consumption
(kW)
Power factor (%)

5.2
1.07
94

Operating
current(A)

5.4

Power consumption
(kW)

1.15

Power factor (%)
30
Start up current (A)
Fuel consumption (kW) G/C
27.3/30.4
Cooling
Heating
(standard)

29.6/33.5

Heating
(low temperature)

33.9/40.4

Compressor
Cooling oil volume (L)
Crank case heater (W)

AC/DC conversion type
DC starter

Starter type

35.5
42.5

Heating
(230V)

Displacement(L)
2.472
15.0
Rated output(kW)
Type Sanyo Genuine AP D-125
Lubricating oil Quantity
50
(L)
DC12V×2.2kW
Starter motor

2,253
1,735
1,000(+106)
950

Heating capacity
(Standard)

Cooling
(230V)

Engine

Exhaust gas drain port
diameter(mm)

160
HFC[R407C]×12
Front and rear
Top
31.75(brazed)
15.88(brazed)
R3/4(male screw)
27 rubber hose
57

Operating noise dB(A)
Blower

94

27
50V/V%, -35ºC

Propeller fan×2

Blower type
3

Rated air volume (m /min)

300

Rated output (kW)

0.45

Heater for drain filter (W)

60

Heater for cooling waterA
Coolingwater heater(W)
Paint color (Munsell code)

250
Silky shade (1Y8.5/0.5)

4.1(HP-9)
30

Notes
1. The cooling capacity and heating capacity described in the tables are the values when the unit operates under the test condition of JIS B 8627
Operating condition

Cooling

Heating(standard)

Heating(low temperature)

Indoor air intake temperature

27ºCDB, 19ºCWB

20ºCDB

Less than 20ºCDB, 15ºCWB

Outdoor air intake temperature

35ºCDB

7ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2. The value of cooling power consumption indicates the electrical power consumed during cooling overload operation when Indoor air intake
temperature is 32ºCDB/23ºCWB, and Outdoor air intake temperature is 43ºCDB.
3. The operating noise was measured at the position of 1.5 meter from the ground and 1 meter from the front of the unit. However, in an actual
installation there are various additional conditions, and normally the noise level is higher than the indicated value.
4. Under fuel consumption, G indicates 100% propane, with a calorific value of 37.78MJ/NM3+5%, and C indicates other gas.
5. The values shown in the table are for 50Hz.
6. The specification is subject to change without notice, due to improvements etc.
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Outdoor Unit

2. Specification

Model

SGP-E150J2GU2

External dimensions (mm)
Hei ght
W idth
Dept h
Weight (kg)
Performance (kW)
Cooling capacity
Heating capacity

Displacement(L)
2.472
15.0
Rated output(kW)
Type Sanyo Genuine AP D-125
Lubricating oil Quantity
50
(L)
DC12V×2.2kW
Starter motor
AC/DC conversion type
Starter type
DC starter

2,253
1,735
1,000(+106)
950
45.0
53.0

Heating capacity
(low temperature)

Engine cooling water
Quantity(L)
Concentration, freezing
temperature
Cooling water pump rated
output(W)

53.0
220 ~ 240V

Power supply
Electrical characteristics
Cooling
(230V)

Engine

50Hz
Operating
current(A)
Power consumption
(kW)
Power factor (%)

Operating
current(A)
Power consumption
Power factor (%)
30
Start up current (A)
Fuel consumption (kW) G/C
35.8/40.8
Cooling
Heating
39.0/44.5
(standard)
Heating
(230V)

Heating
(low temperature)
Compressor
Cooling oil volume (L)
Crank case heater (W)

Refrigerant×Quantity(kg)
Air intake
Air outlet
Piping
Refrigerant gas tube
Refrigerant liquid tube
Fuel gas port
Exhaust gas drain port
diameter(mm)
Operating noise dB(A)
Blower
Blower type
Rated air volume (m3/min)
Rated output (kW)
Heater for drain filter (W)
Heater for cooling water
Cooling water heater(W)
Paint color (Munsell code)

5.2
1.07
94
5.4
1.15
94

42.6/51.7
4.1(HP-9)
30

27
50V/V%, -35ºC
160
HFC[R407C]×12
Front and rear
Top
31.75(brazed)
19.05(brazed)
R3/4(male screw)
27 rubber hose
57
Propeller fan×2
300
0.45
60
250
Silky shade (1Y8.5/0.5)

Notes
1. The cooling capacity and heating capacity described in the tables are the values when the unit operates under the test condition of JIS B 8627
Operating condition

Cooling

Heating(standard)

Heating(low temperature)

Indoor air intake temperature

27ºCDB, 19ºCWB

20ºCDB

Less than 20ºCDB, 15ºCWB

Outdoor air intake temperature

35ºCDB

7ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2. The value of cooling power consumption indicates the electrical power consumed during cooling overload operation when Indoor air intake
temperature is 32ºCDB/23ºCWB, and Outdoor air intake temperature is 43ºCDB.
3. The operating noise was measured at the position of 1.5 meter from the ground and 1 meter from the front of the unit. However, in an actual
installation there are various additional conditions, and normally the noise level is higher than the indicated value.
4. Under fuel consumption, G indicates 100% propane, with a calorific value of 37.78MJ/NM3+5%, and C indicates other gas.
5. The values shown in the table are for 50Hz.
6. The specification is subject to change without notice, due to improvements etc.
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Outdoor Unit
Model

2. Specification
Engine

SGP-E190J2GU2
SGP-E190J2GU2W

External dimensions (mm)
Hei ght
W idth
Dept h

Weight (kg)

Displacement(L)
2.472
15.0
Rated output(kW)
Type Sanyo Genuine AP D-125
Lubricating oil Quantity
50
(L)
DC12V×2.2kW
Starter motor

2,253
1,735
1,000(+106)
980(SGP-E190J2GU2)
990(SGP-E190J2GU2W)

Performance (kW)
Cooling capacity
Heating capacity

Starter type
Engine cooling water
Quantity(L)

56.0
67.0

Heating capacity
(low temperature)

67.0

Concentration, freezing
temperature

Water heating
capacity(Cooling only)

22.5

Cooling water pump rated
output(W)

Power supply
Electrical characteristics

Cooling
(230V)

220 ~ 240V
50Hz
Operating
5.2
current(A)
Power consumption
1.07
(kW)
94

Power factor (%)

Heating
(230V)

Operating
current(A)
Power consumption
(kW)

5.4
1.15
94

Power factor (%)
Start up current (A)
Fuel consumption (kW) G/C
Cooling
Heating
(standard)
Heating
(low temperature)
Compressor
Cooling oil volume (L)
Crank case heater (W)

Refrigerant×Quantity(kg)
Air intake
Air outlet
Piping
Refrigerant gas tube
Refrigerant liquid tube
Fuel gas port
Hot water intake port
Exhaust gas drain port
diameter(mm)
Operating noise dB(A)
Blower
Blower type
Rated air volume (m3/min)
Rated output (kW)
Heater for drain filter (W)
Heater for cooling water
Cooling water heater(W)
Paint color (Munsell code)

30
43.5/53.0
46.0/54.3
54.2/65.0

AC/DC conversion type
DC starter
27
50V/V%, -35ºC
Quantity(L)
HFC[R407C]×17
Front and rear
Top
38.1(brazed)
19.05(brazed)
R3/4(male screw)
Rp 3/4(famale screw)
27 rubber hose
58
Propeller fan×2
300
0.45
60
250
Silky shade (1Y8.5/0.5)

4.1(HP-9)
30

Notes
1. The cooling capacity and heating capacity described in the tables are the values when the unit operates under the test condition of JIS B 8627
Operating condition

Cooling

Heating(standard)

Heating(low temperature)

Indoor air intake temperature

27ºCDB, 19ºCWB

20ºCDB

Less than 20ºCDB, 15ºCWB

Outdoor air intake temperature

35ºCDB

7ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2ºCDB, 1ºCWB

2. The value of cooling power consumption indicates the electrical power consumed during cooling overload operation when Indoor air intake
temperature is 32ºCDB/23ºCWB, and Outdoor air intake temperature is 43ºCDB.
3. The operating noise was measured at the position of 1.5 meter from the ground and 1 meter from the front of the unit. However, in an actual
installation there are various additional conditions, and normally the noise level is higher than the indicated value.
4. Under fuel consumption, G indicates 100% propane, with a calorific value of 37.78MJ/NM3+5%, and C indicates other gas.
5. The values shown in the table are for 50Hz.
6. The specification is subject to change without notice, due to improvements etc.
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Inter-unit cable port (φ28)

Gas refrigerant pipe

Electrical power supply port (φ28)

Rear View

Liquid refrigerant pipe : φ12.7
Exhaust gas drain hose
(φ27 rubber hose)

Fuel gas port

Left View

1106 (frame width)

1030 (suspension holes)

1000 (external cladding)

Product
number

4-φ30
(suspension holes)

SGP-E70J2GU2
SGP-E90J2GU2

Top View

Scale

4-φ24 (for anchors)

1060 (anchor pitch)

External dimensions drawing

Front View

1310 (frame width)

1290 (external cladding)

1000 (anchor pitch)

Free

Outdoor Unit
3. External dimension drawings

(1)70, 90 Type

B - 10

Inter-unit cable port (φ28)

Gas refrigerant pipe

Electrical power supply port (φ28)

Rear View

Liquid refrigerant pipe
Exhaust gas drain hose
(φ27 rubber hose)

Fuel gas port

Left View

1106 (frame width)

1030 (suspension holes)

1000 (external cladding)

Product
number

4-φ30
(suspension holes)

Top View

SGP-E120J2GU2
SGP-E150J2GU2
SGP-E190J2GU2

377

1060 (anchor pitch)

Scale

4-φ24 (for anchors)

External dimensions drawing

Front View

1754 (frame width)

1735 (external cladding)

1000 (anchor pitch)

Free

Outdoor Unit
3. External dimension drawings

(2)120, 150, 190 Type
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Hot water inlet: Rp3/4

Hot water outlet:Rp3/4

Electrical power supply
port (φ28)

Inter-unit
cable port (φ28)

Rear View

Liquid refrigerant
pipe φ19.05

Gas refrigerant
pipe φ38.1

Exhaust gas drain hose
(φ27 rubber hose)

Fuel gas port: R3/4

Left View

1106 (frame width)

1030 (suspension holes)

1000 (external cladding)

Product
number

4-φ30
(suspension holes)

Top View

SGP-E190J2GU2W

377

External dimensions drawing

Front View

1754 (frame width)

1735 (external cladding)

1000 (anchor pitch)

1060 (anchor pitch)

Scale

Free

4-φ24 (for anchors)

Outdoor Unit
3. External dimension drawings

Applicable to 120-190J2
model type

Applicable to 70,90J2
model type

Fan motor 1

Refrigerant Cooling water
high pressure pump motor
switch

Fan motor 2

Circuit breaker

Electrical Earth Communication
power

Electric Wiring Diagram

Outdoor Unit

Refrigerant
high pressure
sensor

Power transformer

Electro-magnetic
contactor for
DC power supplies
(52S)

Refrigerant
low pressure
sensor

Applicable to 70,90J2
model type

Diode

Refrigerant
high pressure
sensor

Power source device for
starting up the starter

Current sensor 1

Refrigerant
low pressure
sensor

Applicable to 120-190J2
model type

Engine oil
pressure switch

Starter

(Engine)

Cooling water
temperature sensor

Crank angle
sensor

Cam angle
sensor

expansion valve

Applied to
a model with
hot water
Applicable to 120-190j2
supplying
model type
function

(No. 1 gas column,
no. 2 gas column)

B - 12

Liquid valve

Nickel cadmium battery

Bypass valve

(No. 3 gas column,
no. 4 gas column)

expansion valve 2

Applicable to 70-90J2
model type

expansion valve 1

Applicable to BLKψ70,90J2 and GRNψ120-190J2 model type

Step motor
(engine governor)

Applied to
a model with
odor catalyst

Hot water
three-way valve

Ignition coil 1-4

Diode

Condenser

Reactor 2

Reactor 1

Hot water outlet temperature sensor

Catalyst temperature sensor

Clutch coil temperature sensor

External air temperature sensor

Exhaust gas temperature sensor

Heat exchanger outlet temperature sensor

Heat exchanger inlet temperature sensor 1

Compressor outlet temperature sensor

Compressor inlet temperature sensor

Cooling water
electric three-way
valve
Clutch coil

6P terminal
board

Cooling water
level switch

Applied to a model
with hot water
supplying function

Applicable to
120-190J2 model type

Oil level
switch H
Oil solenoid valve 1, 2

Fuel gas solenoid valve 1, 2
VGO1: entrance, VGO2: governor

Oil level
switch L

Four-way
valve

Fuel gas
Low pressure switch

Oil pump

Fuel gas box

Fuel gas adjustment
valve

Drain filter Cooling water
heater
heater

N/P switch

Crank case
heater

Outdoor Unit

5. Performance characteristics

(1) Performance characteristics graph

Performance characteristics of SGP-E70J2GU2

170 Type

B - 13

Outdoor Unit

5. Performance characteristics

Performance characteristics of SGP-E90J2GU2

290 Type

B - 14

Outdoor Unit

5. Performance characteristics

Performance characteristics of SGP-E120J2GU2

3120 Type
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Outdoor Unit

5. Performance characteristics

Performance characteristics of SGP-E150J2GU2

4150 Type
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Outdoor Unit

5. Performance characteristics

Performance characteristics of SGP-E190J2GU2

5190 Type

B - 17

Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

(1) Standard Mode

SGP-E70J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

56

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E90J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

56

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E120J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

57

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E150J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

57

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E190J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

58

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

(2) Quiet Mode

SGP-E70J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

54 (quiet mode)

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E90J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

54 (quiet mode)

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E120J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

55 (quiet mode)

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E150J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

55 (quiet mode)

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz
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Outdoor Unit

6. Operating sound characteristics

SGP-E190J2GU2

Operating sound level dB(A)

56 (quiet mode)

Measurement position

1m from front, 1.5m from ground

Octave band level dB

(0 dB = 0.0002 µbar)

Model name

Approximately the lower
audible limit of sound
for continuous operation

Octave band central frequency Hz

B - 27

Outdoor Unit

8. Outdoor control board switch/LED layout diagram

Board power source LED (D003, green)

Terminating resistance
on/off switch (S003)

All stop switch (S001)

Indoor/outdoor
communication monitor (D043)

Fuel solenoid valve forced
off switch (S002)
7 segment LED
(ICO21, ICO22)

Set key (S005)

Down key (S006)

Up key (S007)

Home key (S004)

Forced/warning (D052)

B - 28

Level LED (D053)

Outdoor Unit

7.Vibration Force

(1)Measuring points

Vibration-proof base top
GHP

(Front)

Vibration force measuring point

(2)Vibration Force
For all areas of engine revolution speed and engine load, the maximum vibration force at each frequency is measured.
170, 90 type
Maximum values when the engine revolution speed is changed in the range 800-2000min-1
Frequency(Hz)
Vibration forceF(N)
Vibration force level 20 Log10

F
F0

Vibration acceleration (dB)

F : Vibration force(N) 31.5
103.51
F0: 1N
40.3
29.8

40
73.28
37.3
31.4

1/3 octave

3.15
0.77

4
0.10

5
0.29

6.3
1.40

8
3.51

10
11.75

12.5
13.96

16
20.18

20
28.84

25
76.74

-2.3

-19.8

-10.8

2.9

10.9

21.4

22.9

26.1

29.2

37.7

16.4

23.9

18.2

27.4

31.2

30.6

32.9

37.3

46.3

34.0

50
156.68
43.9
50.2

63
131.83
42.4
26.2

80
38.02
31.6
24.4

100
46.77
33.4
31.5

125
56.23
35.0
24.8

160
40.27
32.1
27.3

200
83.18
38.4
41.0

250
90.16
39.1
36.8

315
85.11
38.6
46.0

Result
309.03
49.8
53.5

2120, 150, 190 type
Maximum values when the engine revolution speed is changed in the range 800-2200 min-1
Frequency(Hz)
Vibration forceF(N)
Vibration force level 20 Log10
Vibration acceleration (dB)

F : Vibration force(N)
F0: 1N

31.5
76.74
37.7
31.3

F
F0

1/3 octave

3.15

4

5

6.3

8

10

12.5

16

20

25

0.71

0.06

1.29

3.98

8.13

15.67

23.44

47.32

19.95

53.09

-3.0

-24.4

2.2

12.0

18.2

23.9

27.4

33.5

26.0

34.5

16.2

22.5

20.4

30.9

35.8

33.8

34.6

37.9

41.5

41.8

250
107.15
40.6
24.9

315
43.15
32.7
24.3

Result
638.26
56.1
50.8

40
50
107.15 139.64
40.6
42.9
30.0
47.5

63
80
334.97 358.92
50.5
51.1
26.7
29.7
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100
125
147.91 164.06
43.4
44.3
40.9
21.9

160
200
197.24 149.62
45.9
43.5
21.4
26.0
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Control

1. Operation control

(1) Control Characteristics
1Operation Control
Thermostat ON/OFF Control
Depending on the setting temperature and the room temperature, the thermostat signal will be turned ON
or OFF. When the thermostat signal is turned ON then the outdoor unit’s engine is operating.
●When the blower is operating the thermostat is always OFF.
●With an indoor unit, after turning the thermostat ON, it stays on for 3 minutes.
●With an indoor unit, after turning the thermostat OFF, it stays off for 1 minute.
●For information regarding freezing prevention, refer to item .
1) Cooling operation mode (dry operation mode)
Body sensor:
Remote control sensor:
Setting temperature:
Body sensor:
Remote control sensor:

Thermostat signal

2) Heating operation mode
Body sensor:
Remote control sensor:
Setting temperature:
Body sensor:
Remote control sensor:
Thermostat signal

The value a is the intake temperature (room temperature) shift value during heating.
Refer to the table below for the initial setting value of a.
The setting of the a value can be changed with wired remote control.
For further details, refer to the wired remote control setting items.
When using the remote control thermostat, regardless of the setting a = 0.

Indoor unit type
1-direction ceiling cassette type, 4-direction ceiling cassette type, 2-direction ceiling
cassette type, 1-direction cassette type for high ceilings, ceiling built-in type, built-in
all duct type, ceiling hung type, embedded in ceiling type, ceiling hung type for
kitchen use, External air processing unit with direct expanding coil
Wall mounted type
Floor mounted type for the perimeter, floor embedded type for the perimeter, floor
mounted type

C-2

a Value
4deg

2deg
0deg

Control

1. Operation control

2
●

Thermostat ON point
+ temperature difference
0
- temperature difference
Thermostat OFF point
Switching point

Switching from heating to cooling mode

C-3

Control

1. Operation control

3

4
ON
Thermostat signal
OFF

5

0 oC

●
●
●
●
●
●
Initial step control

When the thermostat is turned ON, for one minute it is fixed at 120 steps.

Control determined by ∆T

Set to 1-10 steps by fuzzy control depending upon the temperature difference
between the indoor intake and the outlet coil.

∆T control

Proportional control depending upon the temperature difference
between the setting value and actual value of the indoor intake and outlet coil.

Outlet temperature control
Minimum step control

The electronic valve is adjusted when the intake temperature is near the setting
temperature, so that the outlet temperature is controlled to be as near as possible to
the target outflow temperature.
Controls the closing of the electronic valve, in order to make sure that it is not fully closed.

C-4

3 oC

Control

1. Operation control

Initial step control
SC control

Discharge any refrigerant remaining in the heat exchanger of the indoor unit.
Proportional control depending upon the outlet temperature.

6
●
●
7
●
●
●

Indoor unit address
Order of priority setting
for the indoor unit
Thermostat condition

No.1 unit

No.2 unit

No.3 unit

No.4 unit

No.5 unit

No.6 unit

No.7 unit

No.8 unit

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

OFF

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

●

8

9

C-5

Operate/stop

Start/stop input
16

All/individual input
15

Control board

C-6

Control board

LED output
32

Multi-controller

Select unit
Swing/air direction
Timer setting
Timer period Increase
Timer period Reduce
Set
Delete
Filter reset
Inspection
Raise/lower filter
Ventilation
<Board>
Remote control address
connector
Liquid crystal display

Air speed change

Change operation
Temperature setting Higher
Temperature setting Lower

<key-SW>

Room temperature
sensor

Multi-controller

External remote control
disabled

External start/stop

Control board

RS232C

Alarm signal
Operation monitor
signal

Condensation
prevention heater
Ventilation
Difference

Indoor/outdoor unit control line

Indoor/outdoor unit control line
Indoor Outdoor
unit
unit

Dust collector
Electromagnetic valve
Flap motor

Drain pump
Humidifier

Fan motor

Personal Computer

Indoor/outdoor unit control line

Remote
control
cable

Fan line protection
thermostat
Float SW

Outlet

<Coil temperature sensor>
Inlet
Intermediate

Inlet temperature sensor
Outlet temperature sensor

Indoor Unit

Power supply

Refrigerant H pressure SW

Engine hydraulic SW
Oil float SW H level
Oil float SW L level
Cold Water float SW
Fuel gas L pressure SW
N/P check SW
Key SWs(4)
Slide Sws(3)

Unit Control Line

Crank angle sensor
Cam angle sensor

Compressor inlet pressure
Compressor outlet pressure
Compressor inlet temp
Compressor outlet temp
Outdoor heatexchanger inlet temp
Outdoor heatexchanger outlet temp
Outdoor air temp
Exhaust gas temp
Cooling water temp
Clutch coil temp(for MDL 120, 150, 190)
(Hot water outlet temp)
Starter motor current

Outdoor Unit

POW

CR

RAY

Fan motor 1
Fan motor 2(Only for MDL 190)
Cooling water pump
LED output(1)

Fuel gas valve 2

(Hot water pump)

Expansion valve 1, 2
Liquid valve
By-pass valve
Cooling water 3-way motor valve
Fuel gas adjustment valve
Throttle(step motor)
(Hot water 3-way motor valve)

Starter motor
Ignition 1, 2, 3, 4
Clutch(for MDL 120, 150, 190)

7 segment LED output/6 digits
LED output(4)
Crank case heater
4-way valve
Fuel gas valve 1
Engine oil supply pump
Oil supply solenoid valve 1, 2
Drain filter heater
Starter motor power supply
(Coolant heater)

Control
2. System block diagram

Control

3. List of Warnings

■ Table of Remote Control Warnings
: Flashing

Warning
display

Incorrect setting or no setting

Abnormal serial transmission, incorrect setting

Detection item
Remote control detects Defective remote control reception
an abnormal signal
Defective remote control transmission
from an indoor unit.

E01

Defective reception by indoor unit from remote control (concentrated)

E03

Defective setting

E08

Several parent remote controls settings

E09
E11

Start of automatic addressing prohibited, due to being in automatic addressing

E12

Defective transmission from an indoor unit to the remote control

E13

Defective group control wiring communications

E18

Defective reception by an indoor unit from an outdoor unit

E04

Defective transmission from an indoor unit to an outdoor unit

E05

Defective reception by an outdoor unit from an indoor unit

E06

Defective transmission from an outdoor unit to an indoor unit

E07

Too few units

E15

Too many units

E16

Abnormal outdoor control board

E21

Abnormal outdoor control board sensor

E22

Abnormal transmission within a unit

E31

Non-conformance of outdoor and indoor unit types (equipment apart from GHP connected)

L02

Multiple parent devices set for group control
Duplication of
Priority indoor unit
priority settings
Other than priority indoor units
on indoor unit

L03

There is group control wiring to separate control indoor unit

L07

Indoor unit capacity not set

L09

Duplication of system (outdoor unit) address settings

L04

Outdoor unit capacity not set

L10

Defective setting of indoor unit type

L13

Timer

Preparing

L15
L21

Indoor heat exchanger inlet temperature sensor abnormality

F01

Indoor heat exchanger interim temperature sensor abnormality

F02

Indoor heat exchanger outlet temperature sensor abnormality

F03

Indoor unit intake temperature sensor abnormality

F10

Indoor unit blow-out temperature sensor abnormality

F11

Compressor outlet temperature sensor abnormality

F04

Outdoor heat exchanger inlet temperature sensor abnormality

F06

Outdoor heat exchanger outlet temperature sensor abnormality

F07

External air temperature sensor abnormality

F08

Compressor inlet temperature sensor abnormality

F12

Cooling water temperature sensor abnormality

F13

Compressor inlet/outlet pressure sensor abnormality

F16

Exhaust gas temperature sensor abnormality

F18

Clutch coil temperature sensor abnormality

F20

Flashing

Indoor
unit

Indoor
unit
Indoor
unit

Operating

Operating

Timer

Timer

Preparing

Flashing

Outdoor
unit

Preparing

Indoor
unit
Outdoor
unit

Simultaneous flashing

Operating

Timer

Indoor
unit

Preparing

Outdoor
unit

Lit

Simultaneous flashing
Operating

Timer

Preparing

Indoor
unit
Alternative flashing

Operating

Timer

Preparing

Outdoor
unit
Alternative flashing

Operating

Indoor nonvolatile memory (EEPROM) abnormality (*1)

Device
checked

Remote
control
Indoor
unit
Outdoor
unit

L06

Defective gas type setting

Abnormality
in the outdoor
sensor system

Operating

L05

Defective pairing of indoor unit (defective double duct pairing)

Abnormality
in the indoor
unit sensor
system

Sensor abnormality

Duplicated indoor unit address setting

: Off

Remote
control

E02

Defective reception by an indoor board from the signal output board

Automatic
address warning

Wireless remote control
lamp display

: Lit

Timer

Lit

Preparing

Indoor
unit

F29
Simultaneous flashing

Clock function (RTC) abnormality

F30

Outdoor nonvolatile memory (EEPROM) abnormality

F31

Operating

Timer

Preparing

Outdoor
unit

C-7

Simultaneous flashing

Lit

Control

3. List of Warnings

: Flashing

Warning
display

Engine protection device operation

Detection item

Abnormality in the
engine system

Abnormality in the
starter system

Engine oil pressure abnormality

A01

Engine oil abnormality

A02

Engine over-revving abnormality

A03

Engine low revs abnormality

A04

Ignition power abnormality

A05

Engine start failure

A06

Fuel gas valve abnormality

A07

Stalling

A08

High exhaust gas temperature

A10

Engine oil level abnormality

A11

Throttle (step motor) abnormality

A12

Fuel gas regulating valve abnormality

A13

Oil pressure switch abnormality

A14

Crank angle sensor abnormality

A23

Cam angle sensor abnormality

A24

Accidental fires

A26

Low fuel gas pressure abnormality

A30

Short circuit in starter output

A15

Starter lock

A16

CT abnormality (defective starter current detection)

A17

Cooling water pump current abnormality

A18

Three-way wax valve abnormality

A19

Protection device operation

Abnormality in the
cooling water system High cooling water temperature

A21

Overload of cooling water pump

A22
A27

Defective connection to indoor unit ceiling panel connector

P09

Outdoor protection
device

Operating

Timer

: Off

Device
checked

Preparing

Outdoor
unit
Simultaneous flashing

A20

Cooling water level abnormality

Catalyzer temperature abnormality

Indoor protection
device

Wireless remote control
lamp display

: Lit

Indoor blower abnormality

P01

Indoor unit float switch abnormality

P10

O2 sensor operation

P14

High compressor discharge temperature

P03

Refrigerant high pressure switch operation

P04

Power supply abnormality

P05

Complete refrigerant gas depletion

P15

High refrigerant pressure abnormality

P20

Outdoor blower abnormality

P22

Group control abnormality

Operating

Timer

Preparing

Indoor
unit
Alternative flashing

Operating

Timer

Preparing

Outdoor
unit

Alternative flashing

P31

Engine oil change time (displayed on remote control/system controller)
Outdoor display: oiL

Oil
check

Outdoor control board abnormality

None

*1: If the indoor nonvolatile memory (EEPROM) is defective when the power supply is turned on, warning code F29 is not issued,
but the power source LED on the indoor board starts to flicker.
● The P30 warning (abnormality of device subsidiary to the group control) is sometimes displayed at the system controller.

C-8

Indoor
unit

Indoor
unit
Outdoor
unit

Control

3. List of Warnings

■ List of Remote Control Warnings (when a water heat exchanger unit is connected)
Warning
display

Incorrect setting or no setting

Abnormal serial transmission, incorrect setting

Detection item
Remote control detects Remote control reception failure
an abnormal signal from
Remote control transmission failure
an indoor unit

E01

Defective reception by water heat exchanger unit from remote control

E03

Defective reception by water heat exchanger unit from outdoor unit

E04

Defective transmission by water heat exchanger unit to outdoor unit

E05

Defective reception by outdoor unit from water heat exchanger unit.

E06

Defective transmission from outdoor unit to water heat exchanger unit.

E07

Remote control
switch display

Water heat exchanger
unit board display

Device
checked
Remote
control

E02

LE8 Flashing
LE23 Lit

Water heat
exchanger
unit
Outdoor
unit

"Abnormal" lit

E08

Outdoor unit/
water heat
exchanger unit

Defective transmission from water heat exchanger unit to remote control

E13

Water heat
exchanger unit

Defective setting of
Too few units
the number of water
heat exchangers at
Too many units
the outdoor unit
Outdoor controller board abnormality

E15

Outdoor controller board sensor abnormality

E22

Abnormal transmission within a unit

E31

Non-conformance of indoor and outdoor unit types

L02

Duplication of system (outdoor unit) address settings (cables linking)

L04

Outdoor unit capacity not set

L10

Defective setting of water heat exchanger unit

L16

Parallel address duplicated

L19

Defective gas type setting

L21

Defective setting

Duplicate setting of the water heat exchanger unit address

E16
E21

Water heat exchanger unit refrigerant inlet temperature sensor abnormality

F01

Water heat exchanger unit freeze prevention sensor abnormality

F02

Water heat exchanger outlet temperature sensor abnormality

F03

Cold and hot water inlet sensor abnormality

F10

Cold and hot water outlet sensor abnormality

F11

Compressor outlet temperature sensor abnormality

F04

Outdoor heat exchanger inlet temperature sensor abnormality

F06

Outdoor heat exchanger outlet temperature sensor abnormality

F07

External air temperature sensor abnormality

F08

Compressor inlet temperature sensor abnormality

F12

Cooling water temperature sensor abnormality

F13

Compressor inlet/outlet pressure sensor abnormality

F16

Exhaust gas temperature senor abnormality

F18

Clutch coil temperature sensor abnormality

F20

Water heat exchanger unit nonvolatile memory (EEPROM) abnormality

F29

Clock function (RTC) abnormality

F30

Outdoor nonvolatile memory (EEPROM) abnormality

F31

Sensor abnormality

Sensor system
abnormality on the
water heat
exchanger side

Sensor system
abnormality on the
outdoor unit side

C-9

"Abnormal" lit

LE23 Lit

Outdoor
unit

LE23 Lit

Outdoor
unit

LE11 Flashing
LE23 Lit
LE8 Flashing
LE23 Lit

LE9 Flashing
LE23 Lit

Water heat
exchanger
unit

Water heat
exchanger
unit

"Abnormal" lit

LE23 Lit

Outdoor
unit

Water heat
exchanger
unit

"Abnormal" lit

LE23 Lit

Outdoor
unit

Control

3. List of Warnings

Warning
display

Remote control
switch display

Engine oil pressure abnormality

A01

"Abnormal" lit

LE23 Lit

Engine oil abnormality

A02

Oil warning"
"Abnormal" lit

LE20 Lit
LE23 Lit

Engine over-revving abnormality

A03

Engine low revs abnormality

A04

Ignition power abnormality

A05

Engine start failure

A06

Fuel gas valve abnormality

A07

Stalling

A08

High exhaust gas temperature

A10

Engine oil level abnormality

A11

Throttle (step motor) abnormality

A12

Fuel gas regulating valve abnormality

A13

Engine oil pressure switch abnormality

A14

Crank angle sensor abnormality

A23

Cam angle sensor abnormality

A24

"Abnormal" lit

LE23 Lit

Outdoor
unit

Clutch abnormality

A25

Accidental fires

A26

Low fuel gas pressure abnormality

A30

Short-circuit in starter power source output

A15

Starter lock

A16

CT abnormality (defective starter current detection)

A17

Cooling water pump current abnormality

A18

LE23 Lit

Outdoor
unit

Engine protection device operation

Detection item

Abnormality in the
engine system

Abnormality in the
starter system

Protection device operation

Device
checked

A19

Three-way wax valve abnormality
Abnormality in the
cooling water system High cooling water temperature
Cooling water level abnormality

Outdoor protection
device

Water heat exchanger
unit board display

A20
A21

Overload of cooling water pump

A22

High compressor discharge temperature

P03

Refrigerant high pressure switch operation

P04

Power source reversed phase (open phase)

P05

Freeze prevention abnormality

P11

O2 sensor operation

P14

Complete refrigerant gas depletion

P15

4-way lock abnormality

P19

High refrigerant pressure abnormality

P20

Outdoor blower (inverter) abnormality

p22

Interlock abnormality

P23

Engine oil change time (displayed on TECS610/RCS-SW15GX)
Outdoor display: oiL

LE10 Flashing
LE23 Lit

"Abnormal" lit

Water heat
exchanger
unit

LE20 Lit

Warning lamp

Water Heat Exchanger Unit Control Board(CR-GWH500JIE)

C - 10

Outdoor
unit

LE23 Lit

Engine
oil

Warning lamp

Water heat
exchanger
unit

Outdoor
unit
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1. System Configuration

(1) Procedure for selecting model type and calculating performance
Selection of model type and performance calculation is carried out in accordance with the procedure below.
Calculate
the indoor air conditioning load

Select the air conditioning system
Design the control system

● For each room or zone, calculate the maximum air conditioning load

● For each room or zone, select the most suitable air conditioning method using GHP.
● Individual control, centralized control, central monitoring control, etc. (see the section on Control)

Select the indoor unit type

● Select the model type appropriate to the air conditioning system, e.g., ceiling cassette type,
ceiling built-in all duct type, embedded in ceiling type, kitchen type, floor-mounted type, etc.

Provisionally select the indoor
and outdoor unit combination

● There are limitations on the number of indoor units that can be connected to an outdoor unit.
● Indoor units up to 200% of the capacity of an outdoor unit can be connected,
but the performance will not be 200%.

Performance correction
for indoor/outdoor performance ratio

Check the piping length between
the indoor and outdoor units,
and the difference
between highest and lowest points

Performance correction for
pipe length and difference
between highest and lowest points

Re-confirm the combined p
erformance of indoor
and outdoor units

Fix the piping layout

Calculate
the additional charge amount

Design the electrical
cable capacity

● When the total capacity of the indoor units exceeds the capacity of the outdoor unit,
a performance correction is applied.

● The limitations on an outdoor unit differ depending upon model type, so it is necessary to
investigate locating the equipment so that the length of the refrigerant pipes, and the difference
between the highest and lowest points are within the allowable range.

● Carry out a performance correction for the air use conditions, piping length (effective length),
and the difference between highest and lowest points.

● If the performance of the provisionally selected model type after performance correction is
insufficient, reconsider the configuration.

● Design the pipe layout so that the additional refrigerant charge amount is as small as possible.
● If system expansion is expected, design the pipe layout with this expansion in mind.
● Calculate the additional charge amount from the diameter and length of the refrigerant pipe
on the piping system drawing.
● Check the minimum indoor capacity and floor area (density limit) for the refrigerant quantity.
If the density limit is exceeded then re-consider the ventilation equipment etc.
● Select the cabling capacity depending upon the power supply system used.
If the power supply method to the outdoor unit and indoor units is from a bus system,
then there are limitations. If a bus system is adopted for the indoor units,
then as far as possible it should be done as a system with the outdoor unit.
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(2) Calculation of actual performance
● Indoor units up to a maximum capacity of 200% (24 units) of the outdoor unit capacity can be connected.
● The performance of a multi air conditioner system varies with temperature conditions, the piping length, the difference
between highest and lowest points, etc. The model type should be selected having taken each correction factor into account.

1 Actual performance of a multi-type air conditioning system depending on installation conditions
1) Indoor unit cooling capability=( k1Outdoor unit rated cooling capacity)×(k3Indoor unit rated cooling capacity)
÷(❋5Total rated cooling capacity of the indoor units)
×(❋7 Correction factor for temperature and connected capacity, from the performance characteristics)
×(❋8Correction factor for piping length)
2) Indoor unit heating capability=(k2Outdoor unit rated heating capacity)×(k4 Indoor unit rated heating capacity)
÷(❋6Total rated heating capacity of the indoor units)
×(❋7 Correction factor for temperature and connected capacity, from the performance characteristics)
×(❋8Correction factor for piping length)

❋1 Outdoor unit rated total cooling capacity (see the outdoor unit specification table) is the cooling capacity under JIS
conditions (indoor side: 27oCDB, 19oCWB, outdoor side: 35oCDB)

❋2 Outdoor unit rated total heating capacity (see the outdoor unit specification table) is the heating capacity under JIS
conditions (indoor side: 20oCDB, outdoor side: 7oCDB , 6oCWB)

❋3 Read the rated cooling capacity of the applicable indoor unit from the indoor unit specification table.
❋4 Read the rated heating capacity of the applicable indoor unit from the indoor unit specification table.
❋5 Read the rated cooling capacity of the applicable indoor unit from the indoor unit specification table, and obtain the total
for all units.

❋6 Read the rated heating capacity of the applicable indoor unit from the indoor unit specification table, and obtain the total
for all units.

❋7 Read the percentage data at the required temperature from the relevant capacity table in “Model basic data table” for the
outdoor unit, and divide it by 100.

❋8 Correction factor for piping length
Design the effective refrigerant piping and the difference in height between the outdoor unit and indoor units (with the indoor
unit as standard, plus when the outdoor unit is higher, minus when the indoor unit is higher). Read the correction factor as a
percentage from the “Performance change rate due to refrigerant piping length” for the outdoor unit, and divide by 100.

2 Example of calculation of actual performance
<Example calculation conditions>
• Indoor units: one of each type 28, 36, 45, 71, 112,
• Outdoor unit: 1 no. type 224 (standard specification)
• Indoor/outdoor temperatures: cooling (indoor wet bulb temperature 22oCWB, outdoor air temperature 33oCDB)
Heating (indoor dry bulb temperature 22oCWB, outdoor air temperature 3oCDB)
• Difference in height between indoor and outdoor units: Outdoor unit is higher, indoor unit is lower, maximum difference in
height is 50m
• Refrigerant effective piping length: 121m
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Indoor unit cooling capability
❋1 Outdoor unit rated cooling capacity =22.4(kW)
❋3 Indoor unit rated cooling capacity
Type 28 2.8kW, type 36 3.6kW, type 45 4.5kW, type71 7.1kW, type 112 11.2kW
❋5 Total rated cooling capacity of the indoor units=29.2(kW)
2.8+3.6+4.5+7.1+11.2=29.2
❋7 From the performance table, the correction factor for temperature and connected capacity=1.186
The connected capacity of the indoor units as a percentage of the outdoor capacity is (29.2÷22.4)×100R”130%.
This is within the range 50-200%, so from the table for 130% capacity, the cooling performance when the indoor wet bulb
temperature is 22oCWB and the outdoor air temperature is 33oCDB is 118.6%.
Divide this by 100 to obtain 1.186.
❋8 The correction factor for piping length is=0.76
From the “Performance change rate due to refrigerant piping length graph” for the design unit, for an effective length of
121m and difference in height of the outdoor unit and indoor unit of 50m the crossover point is 76%. Divide by 100 to
obtain 0.76.
1) Cooling capacity for each indoor unit
Type 28 indoor unit cooling capacity
= 22.4×2.8÷29.2×1.186×0.76
1.9kW

=❋1×❋3÷❋5×❋7×❋8

Calculated in the same way, the type 36 is 2.4kW, type 45 is 3.1kW, type 71 is 4.9kW, type 112 is 7.7kW.
2) The total cooling capacity of the indoor units is 20.0 (1.9+2.4+3.1+4.8+7.6)kW.
Indoor unit heating performance
❋2 Rated heating capacity of the outdoor unit=26.5(kW)
❋4 Indoor units rated heating capacity
Type 28 3.4kW, type 36 4.2kW, type 45 5.3kW, type 71 8.5kW, type 112 13.2kW
❋6 Total rated heating capacity of the indoor units =34.6(kW)
3.4+4.2+5.3+8.5+13.2=34.6
❋7 From the performance table, the correction factor for temperature and connected capacity is =1.004
Selection of the indoor units was based upon the cooling capacity, so the connected capacity of the indoor units as a
percentage of the outdoor unit capacity is (29.2÷22.4)×100 130%. This is within the range that can be connected 50200%. From the heating performance capacity table for 130% for indoor dry bulb temperature 22
DB and outdoor air temperature 3oCDB, the value 100.4% is obtained. Divide this by 100 to obtain 1.004.
❋8 The correction factor for piping length is=0.962
From the “Performance change rate due to refrigerant piping length graph” for the design unit, for an effective length of
121m and difference in height of the outdoor unit and indoor unit of 50m, the crossover point is 96.2%. Divide by 100 to
obtain 0.962.
1) Heating capability of each indoor unit
Type 28 indoor unit heating capability =❋2×❋4÷❋6×❋7×❋8
=28×3.4÷34.6×1.004×0.962
2.7kW
Calculated in the same way, the type36 is 3.3kW, type45 is 4.1kW, type 71 is 6.6kW, type 112 is 10.3kW.
2) The total heating capability of the indoor units is 27.0 (2.7+3.3+4.1+6.6+10.3)kW.
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●Cooling

●Heating
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(1) Selection of refrigerant piping

1Limit on refrigerant piping length
Select the installation location so that the refrigerant piping length is within the ranges shown in the following table. (values
for each independent refrigeration system)
Table 1
Outdoor unit

70 type

90 type

120 type

150 type

190 type

Indoor unit individual operation
Indoor unit capacity as a percentage of the
outdoor unit capacity

50-200%

Minimum connected indoor unit capacity

22 type (0.8 HP) or greater

Maximum no. of indoor units that can be
connected (per system)

20 units(*1)

24 units

Maximum allowable piping length (L)

L1

120m or less (effective length 145m or less)(*2)

Difference between maximum length
and minimum length after the first
branch

L2-L4

30m or less

l1.l2…l8

30m or less

H1

50m or less

H2

35m or less (*3)

H2

15m or less (*4)

L3

2m or less

Maximum length of each branch
Maximum height Outdoor unit
difference
higher
between outdoor
Outdoor unit lower
and indoor units
Maximum height difference between
indoor units
Maximum length from the first
T-branch to the last T-branch
*1
*2
*3
*4

Up to 24 indoor units with a total capacity in the range 50-200% of the capacity of the outdoor units can be connected. (for the type 70 unit, as
21 type 22 units (the smallest capacity indoor unit) comes out to 462 and exceeds 200%, the maximum no. of units that can be connected is 21.)
The minimum piping length from the outdoor unit to an indoor ounit is 7m.
If operating the cooler when the external air temperature is 10 C or less, then position them so that the value is 30m or less.
Install the indoor units after the final branch so that the limitation on difference between maximum and minimum height shown in the diagram
below is satisfied.
: Header piping (separately sold item)
: Branch piping (separately sold item)
: T-branch (supply on site)
: Seal (pinch ) weld
Separation distance from flammable material (cm)

Outdoor unit

Note
1. Cautions regarding the piping for the separately sold branches
(
) and headers are contained in the packaging for
these separately sold items. Be certain to refer to these
notes.
2. The direction to install the T-branch on site (L3 less than 2m
only) is as follows. The main pipe can be vertical or
horizontal. If the main pipe is horizontal then the opening
from the branch should be at a plus angle to the horizontal.
If the main pipe is vertical then the direction of the opening
of the branch does not matter, but a rising part should be
attached once to the branch piping. Carry out a sealing weld
on the end of the T-branch. Also, be careful of the
dimensions of the inserted pipes so as to not clog the
refrigerant flow. Only use commercial T-branches.

Horizontal line

T-branch
piping

Seal weld

Outdoor
Free angle

Unit main piping
(between unit and branch)

Make a plus angle

Indoor unit
Indoor
Indoor

Unit main piping

Indoor
Indoor

Seal weld

First branch

Outdoor
Unit branch piping

3. Do not use commercially available Y-branches (
liquid pipes (provided at site).
Under 4m
Over 2x
Over 4m
* Limitation on the difference in maximum
and minimum height of the indoor units
after the final branch
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(2) Selecting branch piping sizes

Branch piping

Main piping
after branch

Piping connected to
indoor units

Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

Main piping

Main piping after branch
Outdoor

Total allowable capacity of connected indoor units (kW)

Outdoor piping size
unit

Piping connected to indoor unit

35.6~

28.1~

16.1~

9.0~

Under
28.0

112.0

35.5

28.0

16.0

9.0

9.0~

4.5~

2.2~

16.0

8.0

3.6

22.4

Gas

φ 25.4

φ 25.4

φ 19.05

φ15.88

-

-

φ19.05

φ15.88

φ 12.7

Liquid

φ 12.7

φ 12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

-

-

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

Gas

φ 28.58

φ 28.58

φ19.05

φ 15.88

-

φ 25.4

φ19.05

φ15.88

φ 12.7

Liquid

φ12.7

φ12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

-

φ 12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

Gas

φ 31.75

φ 31.75

φ 28.58

φ19.05

φ15.88

φ 28.58

φ 25.4

φ19.05

φ15.88

φ 12.7

Liquid

φ 15.88

φ 15.88

φ 12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 12.7

φ12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

Gas

φ 31.75

φ 31.75

φ 28.58

φ19.05

φ 15.88

φ 28.58

φ 25.4

φ 19.05

φ 15.88

φ12.7

Liquid

φ 19.05

φ19.05

φ 15.88

φ 12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 12.7

φ 12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

Gas

φ 38.1

φ 38.1

φ 31.75

φ 28.58

φ19.05

φ 15.88

φ 28.58

φ 25.4

φ19.05

φ15.88

φ12.7

Liquid

φ19.05

φ19.05

φ15.88

φ12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 12.7

φ 12.7

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

φ 9.52

70 type

90 type

120 type

150 type

190 type
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(3) Selection of branch piping and header piping
1When a branch set is used
Select the branch set from the table below.
❋For details, see the separately sold items section.

Allowable pipe

Branch piping part number

capacity after
branch(kW)

70, 90 type

120, 150, 190 type

28.1 and over
28.0-16.1
16.0 and less

SGP-PCH560F
APR-CHXJ280S

APR-CHXJ280S
SGP-PCH560F

APR-CHXJ140S

APR-CHXJ140S

2Header piping set
Select the header piping set from the following table.
❋For details, see the separately sold items section.

Outdoor unit

Header piping part number

70, 90 type

SGP-HCH280F

120, 150, 190 type

SGP-HCH560F
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(4) Effective length of refrigerant piping
The effective straight length of the connectors used in the piping system is given in the table below. The piping system
design should be based upon this.
● Effective straight length of connectors (Table 3)

Intake pipe or thick
pipe (gas pipe)

φ

φ

φ

φ

φ

φ

φ

φ

90°elbow
45°elbow
Tees
Socket
U bend
(R60~100mm)
Trap bend
Branch pipe
Header pipe

1

Ball valve for service

Not necessary to calculate an effective length

● Effective straight length of bent pipe (Table 4)

Calculation example

Effective length

R
d

45°bend

90°bend

180°bend

0.5

25.0×d

40.0×d

53.5×d

1.0

12.0×d

18.5×d

25.8×d

1.5

7.8×d

12.2×d

16.4×d

2.0

6.4×d

10.0×d

13.4×d

2.5

5.9×d

9.2×d

12.3×d

3.0

5.7×d

9.0×d

12.0×d

from the table
length = 12.2 x 19 = 231mm

3.5

5.9×d

9.2×d

12.2×d

0.23 is the result.

4.0

6.4×d

10.0×d

13.4×d

4.5

7.1×d

11.0×d

14.8×d

d: Outer diameter
R: Bend radius

(Example)
For a 19mm pipe bent through 90o on a 30mm radius (d=19, R=30)
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(5) Calculation of additional charge amount of refrigerant
The quantity of refrigerant at the time of shipping is as shown in Table 2. Additional refrigerant must be added depending upon
the size and length of the piping. (calculated with the size and diameter of the liquid piping, using the values in Table 1)
Necessary refrigerant additional charge amount (g)

= 280×(a)+195×(b)+125×(c)+75×(d)

(a) : liquid pipe φ19.05 total length (m)
(b) : liquid pipe φ15.88 total length (m)
(c) : liquid pipe φ12.70 total length (m)
(d) : liquid pipe φ 9.52 total length (m)
Be sure to accurately charge the refrigerant by weighing.
Charging procedure
After evacuating, close the gage manifold on the thick pipe side. After making sure that refrigerant cannot be filled from the
thick pipe side, fill with liquid refrigerant through the valve on the liquid pipe side. At this time all valves should be fully
closed.
If liquid refrigerant is filled from the thick pipe side then this can result in a malfunction of the compressor.
If the predetermined quantity of refrigerant cannot be filled, then fully open all valves, and operate the system (heating or
cooling does not matter). Then while the system is operating fill the refrigerant from the low pressure side, making sure to
adjust (close down) the valve on the cylinder so that the liquid refrigerant is gasified as it is sucked into the system. (do this
during commissioning operations)
After the charging operation is completed, fully open all valves.
Table1 Refrigerant additional charge amount

Liquid pipe size
φ 9.52
φ 12.7
φ 15.88
φ 19.05

Table2

Type
No.
70
90
120
150
190

Additional charge amount per
meter (g/m)
75
125
195
280

Quantity of refrigerant at
shipping(kg)
9.5
10
12
17

Notes
• Check the limiting density.
• When charging the additional refrigerant, fill with liquid.
• The color of the R407C cylinder is gray on the main body, and brown on the top part of the cylinder.
• Check whether there is a siphon pipe or not. (this is displayed on the label on the top part of the cylinder)
• Depending on the refrigerant and pressure used in the installation, there are cases when the conventional refrigerant (R22)
equipment can be used in combination with the R407C equipment, and cases where it cannot, so care is needed. Particularly,
for the gage manifold, the specialist equipment R407C gage manifold should be provided and used.
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(6) Checking the density limit
*The following is for R-22, but is also applicable to R-407C.

In a multi-type system, as the length of refrigerant pipes gets longer the additional charge amount of refrigerant
increases. Therefore there is a danger that if refrigerant should leak in a small room the occupants of the room could
suffocate. According to the standard “Standards for Cooling Air Conditioning Equipment” (KHK-S0010) issued by the
High Pressure Gas Safety Institute of Japan,

Total quantity of refrigerant in refrigerant equipment (kg)
Volume of the smallest room with an indoor unit installed (m3)

Density limit 0.3 kg/m3

If the density is less than 0.3 kg/m 3 no special measures are required. If the density is greater than 0.3 kg/m 3 then special
measures are required.

Guidelines for ensuring safety of multi-type package air conditioning systems during a leak of refrigerant
If the density limit does not satisfy the equation, then the following guidelines must be followed in selecting the system,
construction and setting of the mechanical ventilation system.
1Selection of air conditioning system
The maximum quantity of refrigerant that can be used for a given volume of room is as shown in Figure 1, above the sloping
lines. If this condition is not satisfied then either an effective opening must be provided to the room for ventilation, making
the volume larger, or the outdoor unit capacity or the piping length must be re-considered in order to reduce the total
quantity of refrigerant. However, if two or more independent means of securing the safety of occupants in the case of a leak
of refrigerant are taken, then this requirement need not be fulfilled.
2Selection of outdoor unit type
It is recommended that the outdoor unit is positioned 2m or higher from the floor.
3Restrictions on pipe connections within living quarters
Pipe connections must conform to JIS-B-8607 (flare type and brazed type fittings for refrigerants), and after being properly
installed and completed, they must be tested for gas-tightness.
4Combination with ventilation system
a) A mechanical ventilation system shall be used in combination with the air conditioning system in order to dilute the
concentration of any refrigerant leak.
b) It is desirable that the mechanical ventilation system introduces air into the room from a height of 2m or more.
c) The ventilation rate of the ventilation system shall be equal to or greater than the quantity indicated in Figure 1 for the
refrigerant quantity and room volume.
d) In the lowest part of the room there must be an opening that will permit effective ventilation (a gap under a door, etc.
e) The ventilation system must always operate, regardless of whether the air conditioning system is operating or not, or
whether the room is occupied or not. If this is not possible then a sensor system to detect refrigerant leak, and
automatically activate ventilation shall be provided.
5Restrictions on piping installation and items for caution
a) The piping must be provided with earthquake-resistant supports, so that there will be no damage to the piping in an
earthquake or other externally applied force.
b) Where pipes are supported, they shall be provided with a clearance to allow axial movement, so that thermal stresses do
not accumulate.
6Flowchart for dealing with refrigerant leaks
•Omitted
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Room volume (m3)

Ventilation quantity

In this region it is necessary to
provide an opening in the room for
effective ventilation thereby making
the room volume bigger,
or re-considering the capacity of
the outdoor unit or length of piping,
so as to reduce the total quantity
of refrigerant in the system.

Total quantity of refrigerant in refrigerant system (kg)

In Figure 1, if 2/3>Total quantity of refrigerant in the system/room volume>0.3, then ventilation equipment providing the
indicated amount of ventilation is required.
The shaded region in Figure 1 is that region for which the total quantity of refrigerant in the system/room volume 2/3. In the
shaded region it is necessary to make the room bigger (by removing a door separating the room from the adjoining room for
example), or make the outdoor unit smaller.
For example, consider a 20 HP outdoor unit, and a 16.5m‚Q, 2.7mH room with one 1 HP indoor unit installed. After filling with
an additional 18kg of refrigerant the total quantity of refrigerant becomes 14.5 + 18 = 32.5 kg
32.5÷(16.5× 2.7)=0.73 > 2/3(=0.67)
This is in the shaded region of the graph, so it is necessary to make the room bigger or make the outdoor unit smaller (for
example, use 2 10 HP outdoor units).
* The outdoor unit is already charged with refrigerant at the time of shipping, so this must be added to the quantity of refrigerant
added on site.
[refer to (5) “Calculation of additional charge amount of refrigerant” for information on the quantity of refrigerant filled at the
time of shipping.
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(7) Subsequent System Expansion
1Conditions for expanding indoor units
1) The maximum number of indoor units that can be connected to an outdoor unit is 24.
2) The range of indoor unit capacity that can be connected is 50-200% of the outdoor unit capacity.

2If there is a possibility of system expansion after installation, then install a ball valve (sold separately) on the branch piping of
the indoor unit side. (Figure 1)
1) In order to prevent oil from being drawn inside, reverse the slope on the pipe.
2) Place the ball valve as near as possible to the main piping (within 40cm).
3) If the diameter of the ball valve is smaller than the main piping, then reduce the diameter with a reducer. Only install the
reducer at this point.
4) Select a position where operations are easy, and where at a later date it is possible to confirm the installation location.
5) If the ball valve is installed on the indoor side (including the expansion of the indoor units) and in the main piping, then
it should be facing towards the indoor side.

3Select the piping size for the proposed expansion. [refer to (2) “Selecting branch piping sizes”]
Outdoor unit

: Branch piping (separately sold item)
: Ball valve (BV sold separately)

For
expansion

(from the
first branch)

Within 40cm
Indoor unit for
future expansion

Fig. 1
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4. Capability change rate due to refrigerant pipe length

<<Cooling>>

Outdoor unit

Usable limit

Capability change rate (%)

Difference between
high/low positions (m)

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

Effective length (m)
Outdoor unit

<<Heating>>
Outdoor unit

Capability change rate (%)

Difference between
high/low positions (m)

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

Effective length (m)
Outdoor unit
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5. Criteria for positioning the outdoor unit

(1) Combined installation criteria
If several outdoor units are installed on the roof of a building, for example, the air path for a normal maintenance
space is insufficient, as exhaust air from the outdoor unit can be again sucked into the outdoor unit, to create a kind
of short circuit.
Because of this the surrounding air temperature can rise, and the cooling capacity can reduce significantly, or an
emergency stop may occur.
When making a collective installation with GHP, in order to ensure a sufficient air path the following installation
criteria must be followed. Also, compared with cooling, the effect on heating is small, so if the cooling criteria for
installation are followed there should be no problem.
*For unusual installation circumstances, consider these criteria appropriately before making decisions.
1Scope of applicability of criteria
These criteria are applicable to installations satisfying either of the following two situations.
• When there are eight or more outdoor units in a combined installation
• In installations with seven or fewer outdoor units but in the surroundings there are walls that might prevent
the circulation of air.
2Conditions for a combined installation
In order to secure the necessary air flow, the following two conditions must both be satisfied in a combined
installation.
• The space between outdoor units and rows of outdoor units must be well maintained.
• The area of flow of air from the surroundings to the combined outdoor units must be well maintained.
3Parameters of a combined installation
Rows of outdoor units

La: average distance between outdoor units (m)
• When the distance between outdoor units is not equal, the distance La is the average.
• Position only up to 3 outdoor units near each other. For more than 3 units leave a prescribed distance every 3 units.
• If there are 6 or more units in a row, leave a gap of 1m every 3 units.
Lu: distance between rows (m)
• All Lu are to be equal.
LN: Row length (m)
LM: External dimension of the installation (m)
LW: Distance between the wall and the closest outdoor unit (m)
• When there is no wall LW= 6.
UW: Width of outdoor unit (m)
UD: Depth of outdoor unit (m)
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■ Outdoor unit installation condition
Concrete foundation installation
Blow out
duct
*Note

Cat walk installation
Ht

Blow out
duct
*Note

Ht

UH

UH

HU

Hu

Ht: Blow out duct height(m)
H : H u+H t(m)

UH: Height of outdoor unit (m)
Hu: Upstand height(m)

Note) When a blow out duct is used, in order that the exhaust gas from the engine is not sucked into the heat exchanger, extend
the exhaust pipe to the same height as the blow out duct, and other measures.

4Combined installation flow chart
START
Increase distance from wall to
outdoor unit

Decide actual installation
capacity (HP)

Increase the upstand height
Fit a blow out duct
Modify the installation foundation
to the cat walk
Change no. units/row or La

Refer to 5 -1

Refer to 5 -1

Provisional installation
Prov. Fix av. distance between units
Calculate Lu distance between rows

Calc. row length LN,
installation ext, dim.LM

No
Increase the opening in the walls
Decrease the height of the wall
Increase the distance from the wall
to the unit

Yes

Refer to 5 -1

Is the air flow from the
surroundings sufficient

No

Yes
Refer to 8 -1

Correct cooling capability

END
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5Combined installation investigation
Provisional installation (calculation of distance between
units and between rows).
Here the provisional arrangement of different model
types
will be investigated (Table 1)
1)Calculation parameters (table 2)
• Outdoor unit external dimensions
UH : Height (m)
UW : Width (m)
UD : Depth (m)
• Outdoor unit fan air speed (table 3)
Q : Fan flow volume (m3/min)
* For installation parameters, see 3combined
installation parameters”.
2)Calculation of the average distance between units La and
the distance between rows Lu.
Here provisionally La will be selected from Table 4
and next Lu calculated.
If La is large, Lu becomes small, and if La is small, Lu
becomes large.
*However, the minimum maintenance space between
units and rows shown in Table 4 must be maintained.
a) Provisional determination of La
There are 3 patterns for the arrangement in the row
direction, as follows.
(continuous arrangement up to 3 units)
La is respectively taken as follows.

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

[Pattern 1] Independent arrangement
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b) Calculating LU
Calculating the necessary passage area S(m2)
(calculated on the basis that the air flow speed between units or rows is a standard 1.5m/s)
Calculation of the passage area Sa(m2)
■For an installation on concrete foundation
Q×N×(M-1)
Sa=[(UH+H)×La+0.25La2]×2(N-1)
S=
■For a cat walk installation
90
Sa=[(UH+H)×La+0.25La2]×2(N-1)+2N×UW×HU+2M×UD×HU
•here air flow to a cat walk is obstructed by a wall

Calculation of the distance between rows ‚ku
■For a concrete foundation installation

■For a cat walk installation
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Determining the row length LNand the external dimension of the unit installation‚kM.
1)Calculating the row length LN
Obtain the row length LN(m) from the following formula. (refer to item 5- for each parameter)
LN=UW×N+La×(N-1)
2)Calculating the external dimension of the unit installation LM
LM=UD×M+Lu×(M-1)
*If LN, LM are not appropriate dimensions, carry out the following and re-calculate.
•Change the no. of units in a row or La and re-arrange
•Make the upstand height higher
•Install a blow out duct
•change the foundations to a cat walk.

refer to 5-

Providing area for air inflow
Procedure
1) Calculate the necessary draw-in area Sr

2) Calculate the area of air drawn-in from the surroundings
a) Calculate the effective draw-in height Hwe
1. Walls that air can pass through (including the case of no wall)
2. Walls that do not allow air to pass through
b) Calculate the effective draw-in length Le
c) Calculate the effective draw-in area from Se(=Hwe×Le)
3) Determine the draw-in area
1) Calculate the necessary draw-in area Sr
The necessary draw-in area Sr(m2) for inflow of air to outdoor units in a combined installation is obtained from the
following formula.
(This Sr is the minimum area needed so that there is no obstruction to operation of the system.)
Sr=Σ(US1×NT1)
here
Sr : necessary draw-in area (m2)
US1: necessary draw-in area per unit (m2) (see the table below)
NT1 : total number of units in the installation
blow out
(Note)

H

Ht

UH
Note) When a blow out duct is used, in order that the exhaust gas from
the engine is not sucked into the heat exchanger, extend the exhaust pipe
to the same height as the blow out duct, and other measures.

Hu

2) Calculate the area of inflow air from the surroundings
Calculate the effective inflow area, taking into account the effect of surrounding walls.
a) Calculation of the effective inflow height Hwe
The method of calculation depends upon the type of wall. Louvers will allow the air to pass, and sound proofing
walls will not pass, and these are the two types of case that must be considered.
i) Walls that allow passage of air (including the case of no wall)
■From the following formula, calculate the height of inflow for each wall Ha1•2•3•4(m).
Ha= Lw+Hu+1.5×Ht+UH
Here,
Ha: inflow height (m)
LW: distance from the wall surface to the nearest outdoor unit (m)
However, when there is no wall LW=6.
(refer to item 5- -1) for details of UH
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when th
ere is n
o wall

he
igh
t

in

ef
low

tiv

ffe
c

th
ee

Apparent height of wall(m)

■Calculate the effective inflow height, we (m) of each wall. Depending upon the wall height, and the flow in height
Ha the following two formulae apply.
For Hw Ha : Hwe =(Ha-(HU+HH+Ht))×Xw+(HU+UH+Ht)×Xw×2
For Hw<Ha : Hwe =Ha-Hw+[Hw(HU+UH+Ht)]×Xw+(HU+UH+Ht)×Xw×2
here Hw : Wall height(m)
Xw : Wall opening fraction
•The wall height below the exhaust part (HU+UH+Ht) is
given twice
the weighting of other parts(inflow wind speed
0.5m/sJ1m/s).
•When there is no wall Hwe =Ha.
ii) Wall does not allow passage of air
■From the following formula, calculate the apparent height
Hb1•2•3•4(m) of each wall.
Hb = Hw-Hu-1.5×Ht
Here, Hb: Apparent height of wall(m)
Hw: height of wall(m)
■For each wall, using the diagram on the right, obtain the effective
flow in height Hwe1•2•3•4(m) of each wall.
b)Calculate the effective flow in length Le
distance from the wall(m)
For the effective flow in height Hwe calculated for each wall,
calculate the effective flow in length Le1•2•3•4 (m).
Calculate the effective length form each boundary surface (wall surface) to the nearest unit Lwei(m).
when there is no wall : Lwei=6
For Lwi 6m : Lwei=6
For Lwi<6m : Lwei=Lwei
Calculate the effective flow in length of each wall Le1•2•3•4(m).
Le1=LN+Lwe4+Lwe2
Le2=LM+Lwe3+Lwe1
Le3=Le1
Le4=Le2
c) Calculate the effective flow in area
Using the effective flow in height Hwe1•2•3•4for each wall and the effective flow in length Le1•2•3•4 calculated above,
obtain the effective flow in area of each wall.
i) Calculate the effective flow in area for each wall Se1•2•3•4 (m).
Se1=Hwe1×Le1
Se2=Hwe2×Le2
Se3=Hwe3×Le3
Se4=Hwe4×Le4
ii) Calculate the overall effective flow in area Set(m2).

Set=Se1+Se2+Se3+Se4

iii)Calculate the area of adjoining two surfaces.
Se12=Se1+Se2
Se23=Se2+Se3
Se34=Se3+Se4
Se41=Se4+Se1
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3) Flow in area determination
From the flow in area required, calculated in 1), and the effective flow in area calculated in 2)-C), it is necessary to
fulfill the following two conditions.
1) The overall effective flow in area ‚ret must be greater than the required flow in area Sr.
2) For a layout with 3 or more rows, the smallest value of the area of two adjoining walls Se12.Se23.Se34.Se41shall be
greater than 25% of Sr. min (Se1.Se23.Se34.Se41) 0.25×Sr
*Where these conditions are not fulfilled, apply the following measures and re-investigate.
●Increase the upstand height
●Install a blow out duct
●Change the foundations to a cat walk

return to item 5-

●Increase the opening rate in the walls
●Lower the height of the walls
●Increase the distance from wall to unit

return to item 5- -2)

Correction of cooling capability
As a result of this criterion, the temperature of the intake air in this combined installation is expected to rise by 3oC
during cooling.
Obtain the reduction in cooling capability for each unit from the characteristics for that model type.
(2)Verandah installation criterion
If an outdoor unit is installed on a verandah, where it is surrounded by walls on 5 sides, it is necessary to design the
layout taking short circuits and maintenance space into mind. For installation on each floor of a building is evaluated in
the same way in accordance with the criteria.
1Design points
1) Do not allow the exhaust air from an outdoor unit to create a short circuit, causing the capability of the system to
reduce remarkably.
2) Do not install a gallery on the exhaust outlet.
(Installing a gallery reduces the wind quantity by over 10%)
3) Create an environment in which exhaust air from the outdoor unit will not cause trouble.
4) Satisfy the local regulations regarding operating noise from outdoor units.
5) The distance to the adjacent building should be at least 10m.
6) The design external air conditions are 35oCDB or less.
7) Make sure to provide maintenance space.
2 Necessary flow in area
1) For an installation as shown in Figure 1, the shaded area shown in Figure 1 is the flow in area.
2) The necessary flow in area for one outdoor unit is 5m2 for 8, 10 HP, 10m2 for 13~20HP, so the shaded area is the
necessary flow in area.
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3Maintenance space
Provide maintenance space as shown by the dimensions in Figures 1 and 2.

R1000
or more

Exhaust exit

350 or more

350 or more
1000 or more
(refrigerant pipe side)

1000 or more
(front)

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

4Installation on each story
For installation on each floor, in order that the
outdoor unit on one floor will not intake the
exhaust air from the floor below, a horizontal
separation of 5m should be provided as shown in
Figure 3.

Outdoor
unit

5When the static pressure on the duct exceeds 10Pa,
use a high static pressure specification duct (by special
order).
However, the static pressure on even a high pressure
specification item should be less than 20Pa.

3F

Outdoor
unit

2F

Outdoor
unit

1F

5m or more

Fig. 3
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(1) Installation location and sound-proofing measures
● When there is no suitable installation location, and it is necessary to install in a narrow location, where there
are other houses, offices or buildings nearby, it is necessary to provide walls, sound absorption chambers or
other secondary sound-proofing measures.
● Secondary sound-proofing measures include
• Attenuation through distance
• Sound-proofing with a noise barrier
• Sound-proofing using a sound absorbing chamber
• Sound-proofing by vibration isolation (anti-vibration pad, flexible couplings, etc.)
The following criteria are from Tokyo Pollution Prevention Regulations.
Criteria for every day sound levels (from Tokyo Pollution Prevention Regulations)
Condition

Area type

Ordi
Morning
Sound
level
Time
(phon)

Type Housing
area,
1 school area, etc.

40

Type Housing
area,
2 undesignated area

45

nary standards
Daytime
Evening
Sound
Sound
level
Time
level
Time
(phon)
(phon)
45

40
8:00 am to
7:00 pm

50

Sound
level
(phon)

55

45

Shopping
area,
Type
specially designated
4
area

60

60

45

55
8:00 am to
8:00 pm

70

Time

40
7:00 pm to
11:00 pm

6:00 am to
8:00 am

Commercial, light
Type industrial,
3 industrial
areas,
etc.

Special standards
Near schools or
hospitals
(approximately
50m)
Same as the
standards on the
left

Night

11:00 pm to
following
day 6:00 am
5 phon lower
than the
standards on the
left

50
8:00 pm to
11:00 pm

60

55
distance (m)

(2)Attenuation of sound through distance

● The figure on the right shows the Figure 1
attenuation of sound with distance.
This is based upon operating sound at 1m from
the source of the sound.

attenuation value dB(A)

(e.g.)
For a type 280 outdoor unit, the sound
at 3m distance in the 50Hz range, the
specification gives 56dB(A). On the
figure to the right for the 3m distance
point proceed vertically downward to the
crossing point (a) and then horizontally
to the left to the point (b): an
attenuation of 6.8dB(A) is obtained.
Therefore
56-6.8=49.2dB(A)

(B)

(A)

atte

nua

atte

nua

tion

tion

for

for

ap

oin

uni

t so

to

und

per

sou

atin

gs

oun

d

rce

Note: The values for unit operating sound are for a location with few reflecting
surfaces (bottom surface concrete)

distance attenuation of operating sound
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(3) Sound level attenuation through a noise barrier
Sound attenuation of an outdoor unit at a reception point behind a noise barrier or building depends upon the
frequency and difference in path length.
δ:difference in path distance
δ=(A+B)-d
Example 2

Example 1

Outdoor unit

A
B

Outdoor unit

d

A

٨

Reception point
d

Noise
barrier

B

building
٨

Reception point

Example 3

A
B

٨

building

d

Reception point

● The barrier should be positioned as close as possible to the
outdoor unit (sound source).(Figure 3)
(take care to ensure air intake and exhaust space, and service
and maintenance space)
● The barrier should be sufficiently higher than the top of the
outdoor unit (Figure 3).
(however, not more than 1m higher)
● The width of the barrier on both sides should be more than
several times the height. Where this is not possible then as
shown in Figure 4, the barrier should bend around the unit.
Effective area

Refraction attenuation (phon)

Outdoor unit

Sound path difference (m)

Fig. 2 Diffraction attenuation

Several
times the
barrier
height

A
Outdoor unit
1m or less
B

Reception
point

Sound
source

Outdoor
Sound
barrier

٨

Sound
barrier

Sound reception
point

When bent, longer than
this line
As close as possible (however, ensure intake and exhaust space
and service and maintenance space)

Fig. 3 Noise barrier

Fig. 4 Noise barrier
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(4)Additional sound from reflection

● Operation sound from an outdoor unit has the characteristic that it will be reflected from the walls of the
building and ground surfaces. At the reception point these reflections will be received, adding to the sound
level of the system.
● The sound received at the reception point is the sum [reception point]=[sound directly transmitted from the
source]+[reflected sound].
The reflected sound is obtained by setting a virtual sound source A’, and estimating the sound level at B from
the sound source at A’(the distance attenuation from A’~B is subtracted).
See the section on combining sounds, for information on how to add the direct sound and the reflected sound.

Fig.6 Addition of reflected sound (wall surface)

(5) Combining sounds

L1
10

L2
10

L3
10

L=10 log10 (10 +10 + ....... +10 )

For example, adding 61 phons and 62 phons gives,
61

62

L=10 log10 (10 10 +10 10 )=64.5db

This formula is also used for combining the sounds from
multiple outdoor units.
This is the procedure for calculating the sound level,
however, it is easier to use graphs, so graphs have
been prepared for this purpose.

Correction value (dB or phon)

Fig. 7 Addition of reflected sound(ground surface)

By combining the sound from several outdoor units, it is possible
to know the sound level at a reception point.
The combination of sound from n units L1, L2 , ...Ln is expressed
by the following formula.
If the combined sound is L, then

adding L1 and L2 (L1>L2)
L=L1 + correction value
(for a correction value corresponding
to (L1-L2) add to L1)

L1-L2 (dB or phon)

Figure 5 Combined sound correction values

<Calculation example 1>
Combine L1 = 62[dB] and L2 = 61[dB]. L1 - L2 = 62-61 =
1[dB]. From Figure 5 the correction value is 2.5[dB].
62+2.5=64.5 [dB]. Therefore the combined sound level is
64.5[dB].
<Calculation example 2>
To combine 60[dB], 64[dB], 63[dB], and 65[dB], firstly the
values are arranged in order of magnitude.
65[dB].64[dB].63[dB].60[dB]
Firstly combine 65[dB] and 64[dB],
difference is 65-64=1[dB], correction value is 2.5 dB, so
65+2.5= 67.5[dB]. Next, 67.5[dB] and 63[dB] are
combined, difference is 4.5[dB], so the correction value is
1.3[dB], so 67.5+1.3=68.8[dB].
In the same way, 68.8[dB] and 60[dB] have a level
difference of 8.8[dB], correction value is 0.5[dB].
Therefore 68.8+0.5=69.3[dB].
This is the result of adding the four sounds.
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(6)Converting to overall A characteristics from octave band levels

If the calculated value for each band in the above table is adjusted by the conversion factors in the above
table, the A characteristic is obtained. These values are then combined in order of magnitude, using the
following calculation diagram to obtain the overall A characteristic.
<Calculation example >
From the frequency analysis table (operating sound for each octave band central frequency) the octave band
levels (dB) are obtained. These values are corrected with the A characteristic correction factor to obtain the A
characteristic. The following is a calculation for operating sound level.

These A characteristic values are combined one by one in order of magnitude. (same as combining operating sound)

Sound source
Outdoor unit
Reception
point
Penthouse

Noise barrier

he overall A characteristic is calculated to be 60.95dB(A).
(7) Designing sound-proofing countermeasures
<Calculation example>
In the installation of the figure on the right, a scheme for
sound-proofing operation sound with respect to the reception
point is required.
Firstly, the operating sound of the outdoor unit is read
according to frequency. This information is input into Table 1,
the sound-proofing calculation sheet, and the sound
attenuation and amplification for the installation is calculated.

House

Outdoor unit
Penthouse

House
Reflected
sound
Reception point
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Sound-proofing calculation sheet (filled in example)
Frequency

Hz

1)Operating sound of outdoor unit

dB

2) Distance attenuation

dB

3) Refraction attenuation

dB

4) Increase for reflections (wall
surface)
5) Increase for reflections(ground
surface)
6) Sub-total
7) Overall A characteristic correction
factor
8)A characteristic

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB(A)

63

125
250
500
1000
2000
4000
8000
From the operating sound characteristics diagram in the outdoor unit manual
69
66
62
59
56
49.5
45
41.5
From distance attenuation
From Figure 1, attenuation of unit operating sound –22
Figure 2 Refraction attenuation quantity,
sound path difference d=A+B-d
δ:0.5
-3.5
-5
-6.5
-9
-12
-15
-18
-21
Figure 6 additional sound due to reflections (wall)
By calculation or the simplified method, the combined two sounds MAX value is +3
Figure 7 additional sound due to reflection (ground surface)
By calculation or the simplified method, the combined two sounds MAX value is +3
49.5
45
39.5
34
28
18.5
11
4.5
Conversion factors for A characteristic
-26
-16
-9
-3
0
+1
+1
-1
23.5
29
30.5
31
28
19.5
12
3.5

When the calculation in Table 1 is completed, the overall A characteristic is calculated.

(8)Sound-proofing calculation sheet (example)
Frequency

Hz

1) outdoor unit operation sound

dB

2) distance attenuation

dB

3) Refraction attenuation
4) Additional sound due to reflection
(wall surface)
5) Additional sound due to reflection
(ground surface)
6) Sub-total
7) Overall A characteristic conversion
factor
8) A characteristic

dB
dB
dB

63

125
250
500
1000
2000
4000
8000
From the operating sound characteristics diagram in the outdoor unit manual

Distance attenuation
Distance attenuation value:
Refraction attenuation sound path difference d=A+B - d

δ:

Additional sound due to reflections (wall)
By calculation or the simplified method, the combined two sounds MAX value is +3
Figure 7 additional sound due to reflections (ground surface)
By calculation or the simplified method, the combined two sounds MAX value is +3

dB
dB

-26

-16

Conversion factors for A characteristic
-9
-3
0
+1

+1

dB(A)

When the calculation in the above table is complete, the overall A characteristic is calculated at the reception point.
(calculate in order of largest sound level). When the overall A characteristic is calculated, combine this with the
background noise level to obtain the total sound level at the reception point.
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7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

(1) Earthquake resistance calculations
For carrying out earthquake resistance calculations, there are various earthquake resistance ranks, as shown in the table
below. Gas heat pump air conditioning equipment should be dealt with as common use equipment.
•Earthquake resistant equipment ranks
Earthquake resistance ranks and their meaning are as follows

Notes
1) Small scale repairs are repairs that take up to 2 days
2) Main frame strength (static), fasteners for each component (bolts etc.).
3) Indicates foundation bolt calculation etc.
*From”Earthquake resistant equipment specification criteria for package air conditioners and water chillers”,
published by the Japan Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Industry Association.
The above criteria are applicable to normal air conditioning equipment installed in buildings subject to normal
approval procedures under the Buildings Standard Law (i.e., less than 60m high)
(2)Method of verifying the strength of foundation bolts during an earthquake
●Calculation formulae and table of allowable stresses
•Design earthquake force
1)The design earthquake force consists of a horizontal force and a vertical force, acting simultaneously on the equipment
through the center of gravity.
2)The design earthquake force is given by the following formula.
FH=KH . W
Fv=

1 F
H
2

FH :Design horizontal force (N)
W : Equipment operating weight(N)
KH : Design horizontal magnitude FV : Design vertical force (N)
Notes
1) “Earthquake resistant” applies to important building services
2) “Common use applies to normal building services
3) Equipment with earthquake resistant supports is equipment
provided with earthquake resistant stoppers to prevent
amplification of shaking due to resonance. In this case, a
shock absorbing material is placed between the stopper and
the equipment so that the earthquake resistant stoppers are
not damaged or deformed by impact.
Section through the short side
Equipment
(self weight W)

(pull out
force)
Foundation bolt
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In the diagram above
G : Position of center of gravity of equipment

FH : Design horizontal force (N)

W : Self weight of equipment (N)

(FH = KH•W)

Rb : Pull out strength of 1 foundation bolt (N)

FV : Design vertical force (N)

n : Total no. of foundation bolts

Fv=

nt : The no. of foundation bolts on one side that would be
subject to tension if the equipment was overturning
(no. of bolts provided on one side in the direction
being considered)
hG : Height from the installation surface to the unit’s center
of gravity(mm)
l : Bolt span seen from the direction under consideration
(mm)(l1:Short direction,l2:Long direction)

1 F
H
2

A : Nominal cross-sectional area of one foundation bolt
(mm2)
τ : Shear stress acting on the bolt (N/mm2)
fts : Allowable tensile stress in a bolt in which shear stresses
are simultaneously acting (N/mm2)
However, fts ft

lG : Distance from the center of the bolt to the center of
gravity of the equipment seen from the direction under
consideration (but lG l/2(mm))
• Foundation bolt pull out force

• Foundation bolt tensile stress

.
.
Rb= FH hG-(W-FV) lG
. nt

• Foundation bolt shear stress
τ=

FH
n .A

δ=

Rb
A

•Allowable tensile stress in a bolt in which shear stresses are
simultaneously acting
Fts = 1.4ft - 1.6τ

Notes
1) The values in the above table have been derived from “Steel structures design criteria” published by the
Architects Institute of Japan.
2) If it is necessary to investigate the bolt tensile stress then the value ft in the table should be used.
3) A check on the strength of a bolt subject to simultaneous tension and shear is carried out as follows.
a) τ fs
b) σ the smallest of ft and fts, however, fts=1.4ft-1.6τ
here
τ : Shear stress on the bolt
σ : Tensile stress in the bolt (σ = Rb /A)
fs : Allowable shear stress in the bolt (shear stress only: value from the above table)
ft : Allowable tensile stress in bolt (tensile stress only: value from above table)
fts : Allowable tensile stress in bolt subject to simultaneous tension and shear however, fts ft
4) The allowable tensile stresses in the above table are evaluated using the cross-sectional area of the minor
diameter of the screw thread. However, for calculations for selection purposes, it is sufficient to use the crosssectional area based upon the nominal diameter.
5) If the threaded portion is subjected to shear, then when using the cross-sectional area based upon the nominal
diameter, the value of ‚†sin the above table should be multiplied by 0.75.
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FC : Concrete design characteristic strength (N/mm2)
(Normally 17.6N/mm2 is used.)
For bolts positioned near the corner or edge of the
foundation, if the distance from the center of the bolt to the
edge is C L, then the bolt allowable short term pull out load
is given by either formula (b) or (c) below.
1) For L C+h
Ta=6π . C2 . p
...(b)
2) For L>C+h
.
.
.
Ta=6π (L h)2 p
...(c)
Here,
C : Distance from the edge of the foundation to the center of
the bolt (mm)
However,
L C 4d and
1
C 50mm
2
h : Foundation height (mm)
Notes‚
1.It is desirable that L 6d. (d: Foundation bolt nominal
diameter)
2.In the above diagram is 4.5d for a JIS bolt.
3.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10%
margin.

The short term allowable pull out load of a bolt is obtained
from the following formula. However, if the shear stress in
the bolt exceeds 44.1N/mm2 (for SS400), bolt strength
verification must be carried out, and verification that the
allowable tensile stresses are not exceeded must also be
carried out.
Ta=6πL2 . p
...(a)
Here,
Ta : Foundation bolt allowable short term pull out load (N)
L : Embedded length of foundation bolt (mm)
However, 60 L 300
p : Correction factor for concrete design strength
1
Fc
Fc
P=
Min
, 0.49 +
6
30
100

Installation location:

(1)Allowable pull out load of embedded J type and JA type bolts

(Notes)
1.These are short term allowable pull out loads for bolts
embedded in as shown in the diagram above.
2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
FC=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if
the concrete design characteristic strength differs, then
the pull out load may be calculated in accordance with the
formulae for bolts on a strong foundation, on the left.
However, the allowable pull out strength of one bolt may
not exceed 11,760N.
4.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the
above table are not desirable.
5.In the above diagram is 4.5d for a JIS bolt.
6.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10%
margin.

Short term pull out load (N)

b) Upper surface of normal floor slab

Notes
1.These are long term allowable pull out loads for bolts
embedded in as shown in the diagram above.
2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
FC=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if
the concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the
pull out load may be calculated in accordance with the
formulae for bolts on a strong foundation, on the left, and
divide the result by 1.5 to obtain the allowable pull out
load. However, for foundation bolts provided in the bottom
surface of ceiling slabs and on the surface of the concrete
walls, the allowable pull out load may not exceed 7,840N
per bolt.
4.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the
above table are not desirable.
5.In the above diagram is 4.5d for a JIS bolt.
6.It is necessary to investigate the short term pull out
strength of normal supports due to an earthquake
provided in the bottom surface of ceiling slabs and on
concrete walls for supporting heavy objects. For this short
term pull out load, see Item b) short term pull out loads.
7.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10%
margin.

Long term allowable pull out load (N)

c) Bottom surface of normal ceiling slab, concrete wall surface

Design
7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

Mortar finish

a) Solid foundations

D - 31

9
fc
100

4d, and C -

d
2

50mm

1
Fc
Fc
Min
, 0.49 +
6
30
100

Notes‚
It is desirable that L 6d (d=nominal diameter of foundation bolt)
If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

P=

p: Correction factor for the concrete design characteristic strength

C

(From "Standards for RC structures design", published by the
Architectural Institute of Japan)
Fc: Concrete design characteristic strength (N/mm2)
(Normally, 17.6N/mm2 is taken.)
For foundation bolts positioned in the corner or near the edge of the
foundation, the short term allowable pull out strength shall be taken to
be the minimum of the values from formulae (b) below and (a).
Ta=6π . C2 . p
...(b)
Here,
C : Distance from the center of the foundation bolt to the edge of the
foundation (mm).
However,

fc=

The short term allowable pull out load of a bolt is obtained from the
following formula. However, if the shear stress in the bolt exceeds
44.1N/mm2 (for SS400), bolt strength verification must be carried out,
and verification that the allowable tensile stresses are not exceeded
must also be carried out.
Ta=π . d . . fc
Here,
Ta : Foundation bolt short term allowable pull out load (N)
d : Foundation bolt nom. Dia. (mm)
l : Foundation bolt effective embedded length (mm)
(the length from 20mm below the surface of the concrete
foundation)
fc : Short term allowable bond stress in the reinforced concrete

Installation location:

(2) Allowable pull out load of embedded L type and LA type bolts

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
FC=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left, and divide the result by 1.5 to
obtain the allowable pull out load. However, for foundation bolts
provided in the bottom surface of ceiling slabs and on the surface
of the concrete walls, the allowable pull out load may not exceed
7,840N per bolt.

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
FC=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull
out strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N.

5.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

6.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

5.It is necessary to investigate the short term pull out strength of
normal supports due to an earthquake provided in the bottom
surface of ceiling slabs and on concrete walls for supporting heavy
objects. 6.For this short term pull out load, see Item b) short term
pull out loads.

4.It is desirable that ‚ L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

1.These are long term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded in
as shown in the diagram above.

4.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

(Notes)

1.These are short term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded
in as shown in the diagram above.

Long term allowable pull out load (N)

c) Bottom surface of normal ceiling slab, concrete wall surface

Notes‚

Short term pull out load (N)

b) Upper surface of normal floor slab

Design
7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

Mortar finish

a) Solid foundations

D - 32

1
Fc
Fc
Min
, 0.49 +
6
30
100

C, and ‚

50mm

h : Foundation plinth height (mm)
Notes‚
1.It is desirable that L 6d (d=nominal diameter of foundation bolt)
2.B in the above diagram shall be greater than the length of the JIS
hexagonal head bolt head.
3.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

L+B

d
C2

Fc : Concrete design characteristic strength (N/mm2)
(Normally taken to be 17.6N/mm2)
For bolts positioned near the corner or edge of the foundation, if the
distance from the center of the bolt to the edge is C L+B, then the
bolt allowable short term pull out load is given by either formula (b) or
(c) below.
1) for L C+h
Ta=6π . C2 . p
...(b)
2) for L>C+h
Ta=6π . C2 . p
...(c)
Here,
C : Distance form bolt center to edge of foundation (mm)
However,

P=

The short term allowable pull out load of a bolt is obtained from the
following formula. However, if the shear stress in the bolt exceeds
44.1N/mm2 (for SS400), bolt strength verification must be carried out,
and verification that the allowable tensile stresses are not exceeded
must also be carried out.
Ta=6π . L(L+B) . p
...(a)
Here,
Ta : Foundation bolt short term allowable pull out load (N)
L : Foundation bolt nominal diameter (mm)
B : Minimum bolt head width (mm), (distance across the flats of a
JIS standard hexagonal bolt head)
p: Correction factor for concrete characteristic strength

Installation location:

(3) Allowable pull out load of embedded bolts with heads

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
Fc=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left, and divide the result by 1.5 to
obtain the allowable pull out load. However, for foundation bolts
provided in the bottom surface of ceiling slabs and on the surface
of the concrete walls, the allowable pull out load may not exceed
7,840N per bolt.

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
Fc=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull
out strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N.

6.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

5. The dimensions B, H in the above diagram are for a JIS
standard hexagonal bolt head distance across the flats and height
respectively.

6.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

5.It is necessary to investigate the short term pull out strength of
normal supports due to an earthquake provided in the bottom
surface of ceiling slabs and on concrete walls for supporting heavy
objects. For this short term pull out load, see Item b) short term
pull out loads.

4.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by"-" in the above
table are not desirable.

1.These are long term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded in
as shown in the diagram above.

4.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

Notes

1.These are short term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded
in as shown in the diagram above.

Long term allowable pull out load (N)

c) Bottom surface of normal ceiling slab, concrete wall surface

Notes

Short term pull out load (N)

b) Upper surface of normal floor slab

Design
7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

a) Solid foundations

Mortar finish

Fc1 . .
π L W
80

...(a)

Fc2 . .
π L W
80

A
10

...(a)

D - 33

Ta=

..(f)

..(e)

..(d)

..(c)

Here,
h : Foundation plinth height (mm)
A : External dimension of the box out foundation bolt (mm)
Notes‚
1.It is desirable that L 6d (d=nominal diameter of foundation bolt)
2.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

Fc2 . .
A
Ta=
π L W
80
10
4) for Fc1>Fc2, L>h
Fc2 . .
A
Ta=
π L W . (L - h +
h)
80
10

h

Fc1 . .
A
π L W . (L - h +
h)
80
10

Fc2, L>h

Fc1 . .
π L W
80

3) for Fc1>Fc2, L

2) for Fc1

Ta=

Here,
Ta : Foundation bolt short term pull out allowable load (N)
L : Foundation bolt embedded length (mm)
Fc1 : Characteristic design strength of the backfill mortar (N/mm2)
Fc2 : Design characteristic strength of the surrounding concrete
(N/mm2).
Normally, Fc1=11.8N/mm2 Fc2=17.6N/mm2 are used.
W : Box dimension of the boxed out foundation bolt
(100mm W 150mm),
For a rectangular shape, use the smallest dimension.
However, the internal surfaces of the box must be sufficiently
roughened.
For foundation bolts positioned in the corner or near the edge of the
foundation, the short term allowable pull out strength shall be taken to
be either of the values from formulae c and (d) or (e) and (f).
1) for Fc1 Fc2, L h

Ta=

For Fc1>Fc2 (e.g., non-shrink mortar, etc.)

Ta=

The short term allowable pull out load of a bolt is obtained from the
following formula. However, if the shear stress in the bolt exceeds
44.1N/mm2 (for SS400), bolt strength verification must be carried out,
and verification that the allowable tensile stresses are not exceeded
must also be carried out.
For Fc1 Fc2

Mortar finish

Installation location:

(3) Allowable pull out load of embedded bolts with heads

5.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

3.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

3.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

5.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

2.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull out
strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N.

2.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull
out strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N.

4.For box dimensions with W less than or equal to 150mm, the above
table may be used.

1.These are short term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded in
as shown in the diagram above and with Fc1=20.6N/mm2,
Fc2=17.6N/mm2, W=100mm.

4.For box dimensions with W less than or equal to 150mm, the
above table may be used.

Notes‚

1.These are short term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded
in as shown in the diagram above and with Fc1=11.8N/mm2,
Fc2=17.6N/mm2, W=100mm.

Long term allowable pull out load (N)

c) Bottom surface of normal ceiling slab, concrete wall surface

Notes‚

Short term pull out load (N)

b) Upper surface of normal floor slab

Design
7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

Mortar finish

a) Solid foundations

Fc1 . .
π L W
80

...(a)

Fc2 . .
π L W
80

A
10

...(b)

D - 34

Fc2 . .
A
π L W . (L - h +
h)
80
10

..(f)

..(e)

..(d)

..(c)

Here,
h : Foundation plinth height (mm)
A : External dimension of the box out foundation bolt (mm)
Notes‚
1.It is desirable that L 6d (d=nominal diameter of foundation bolt)
2.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

Ta=

4) for Fc1>Fc2, L>h

A
10

Fc2 . .
π L W
80

Ta=

h

Fc1 . .
A
π L W . (L - h +
h)
80
10

Ta=

Fc2, L>h

Fc1 . .
π L W
80

3) for Fc1>Fc2, L

2) for Fc1

Ta=

Here,
Ta : Foundation bolt short term pull out allowable load (N)
L : Foundation bolt embedded length (mm)
Fc1 : Characteristic design strength of the backfill mortar (N/mm2)
Fc2 : Design characteristic strength of the surrounding concrete
(N/mm2).
Normally, Fc1=11.8N/mm2 Fc2=17.6N/mm2 are used.
W : Box dimension of the boxed out foundation bolt
(100mm W 150mm),
For a rectangular shape, use the smallest dimension.
However, the internal surfaces of the box must be sufficiently
roughened.
For foundation bolts positioned in the corner or near the edge of the
foundation, the short term allowable pull out strength shall be taken to
be either of the values from formulae c and (d) or (e) and (f).
1) for Fc1 Fc2, L h

Ta=

For Fc1>Fc2 (e.g., non-shrink mortar, etc.)

Ta=

The short term allowable pull out load of a bolt is obtained from the
following formula. However, if the shear stress in the bolt exceeds
44.1N/mm2 (for SS400), bolt strength verification must be carried out,
and verification that the allowable tensile stresses are not exceeded
must also be carried out.
For Fc1 Fc2

Installation location:

5.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

5.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

4.For box dimensions with W less than or equal to 150mm, the above
table may be used.

4.For box dimensions with W less than or equal to 150mm, the
above table may be used.

2.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull out
strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N.

2.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull
out strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N.

3.It is desirable that ‚ L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

1.These are short term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded in
as shown in the diagram above and with Fc1=20.6N/mm2,
Fc2=17.6N/mm2, W=100mm.

3.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

Notes‚

1.These are short term allowable pull out loads for bolts embedded
in as shown in the diagram above and with Fc1=11.8N/mm2,
Fc2=17.6N/mm2, W=100mm.

Long term allowable pull out load (N)

c) Bottom surface of normal ceiling slab, concrete wall surface

Notes‚

Short term pull out load (N)

b) Upper surface of normal floor slab

(5) Allowable pull out load of boxed out L type, LA type bolts(Boxed out types are not normally used for the bottom of ceiling slabs or the surface of walls)

Design
7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

Mortar finish

a) Solid foundations

..(a)

D - 35

..(c)

C-

d
2

50mm

P=

1
Fc
Fc
Min
, 0.49 +
6
30
100

p: Correction factor for concrete design characteristic strength

4d or‚

Notes
1. It is desirable that L 6d (d=nominal diameter of foundation bolt)
2. If the concrete design characteristic strength Fc exceeds
29.4N/mm2, perform the calculation using 29.4N/mm2.
3. The diameter of the concrete drilled hole d2 shall be the the value
recommended by resin foundation bolt manufacturers.
4. If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

C

Here,
C : Distance from the center of the foundation bolt to the edge of the
foundation (mm)
However,

Ta=6π(L - h)2 . p

2) for L>C+h

Here,
Ta: Foundation bolt short term allowable pull out load (N)
L: Foundation bolt embedded length (mm)
d2: Concrete drilled hole diameter (mm)
Fc: Concrete design characteristic strength (N/mm2)
For foundation bolts positioned in the corner or near the edge of the
foundation, the short term allowable pull out strength shall be taken to
be the minimum of the values from the formulae (a) above, or
formulae (b) or (c) below.
1) for L C+h
..(b)
Ta=6π . C2 . p

Fc . .
Ta=
π d2 L
8

The short term allowable pull out load of a bolt is obtained from the
following formula. However, if the shear stress in the bolt exceeds
44.1N/mm2 (for SS400), bolt strength verification must be carried out,
and verification that the allowable tensile stresses are not exceeded
must also be carried out.

Installation location:

(5) Allowable pull out load of post-drilled resin anchors

100

Bolt embedded
length limit (mm)

90

160

7840

180

7840

7840

5978

90
120

110

24

20

14.5

5.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

4.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

6.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

5.It is necessary to investigate the short term pull out strength of
normal supports due to an earthquake provided in the bottom
surface of ceiling slabs and on concrete walls for supporting heavy
objects. For this short term pull out load, see Item b) short term
pull out loads

4.It is desirable that ‚L 6d. The parts indicated by "-" in the above
table are not desirable.

3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left, and divide the result by 1.5 to
obtain the allowable pull out load. However, for foundation bolts
provided in the bottom surface of ceiling slabs and on the surface
of the concrete walls, the allowable pull out load may not exceed
7,840N per bolt.

130

-

7840

5978

200
4900

3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull
out strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N.

100

Bolt embedded
length L limit
(mm)

5978
7840

180
4900

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
Fc=17.6N/mm2.

-

-

5978

M20

M16

M12

150
4900

embed Drilled
ded hole dia.
length d2(mm)
80
13.5

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
Fc=17.6N/mm2.

24

20

14.5

4900

120

Concrete thickness (mm)

1.The above table shows the short term allowable pull out load for
resin anchor bolts when embedded in for the length shown in the
above table and in a drilled hole of the diameter shown above.

120

110

M10

Bolt dia. D
(nom. Dia.)

Notes‚

180

11760

11760

9016

7448

200

Long term allowable pull out load (N)

1.The above table shows the short term allowable pull out load for
resin anchor bolts when embedded in for the length shown in the
above table and in a drilled hole of the diameter shown above.

160

11760

11760

9016

7448

180

embed Drilled
ded hole dia.
mm
length
80
13.5

c) Bottom surface of normal ceiling slab, concrete wall surface

Notes‚

130

-

-

M20

9016
11760

-

9016

M12
M16

7448

150

7448

120

M10

Bolt dia. D
(nom. Dia.)

Concrete thickness (mm)

Short term pull out load (N)

b) Upper surface of normal floor slab

Design
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Mortar finish

a) Solid foundations

1
Fc
Fc
Min
, 0.49 +
6
30
100
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Note
1. If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

Here,
C : Distance from the center of the foundation bolt to the edge of the
foundation (mm)
However,
C 4d

Fc:Cconcrete design characteristic strength (N/mm2)
(Normally taken to be 17.6N/mm2)
For bolts positioned near the corner or edge of the foundation, if the
distance from the center of the bolt to the edge is C L, then the bolt
allowable short term pull out load is given by formula (b) below.
Ta=6π . C2 . p
..(b)

P=

Here,
Ta: Foundation bolt short term allowable pull out load (N)
L: Foundation bolt embedded length (mm)
(can be taken to be the depth of the drilled hole)
P: Correction factor for concrete design characteristic strength

The short term allowable pull out load of a bolt is obtained from the
following formula. However, if the shear stress in the bolt exceeds
44.1N/mm2 (for SS400), bolt strength verification must be carried out,
and verification that the allowable tensile stresses are not exceeded
must also be carried out.
..(a)
Ta=6π . L2 . p

Installation location:

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
FC=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left, and divide the result by 1.5 to
obtain the allowable pull out load. However, for foundation bolts
provided in the bottom surface of ceiling slabs and on the surface
of the concrete walls, the allowable pull out load may not exceed
7,840N per bolt.

2.The concrete design characteristic strength is taken to be
FC=17.6N/mm2.
3.When the dimensions differ from the above diagram, or if the
concrete design characteristic strength differs, then the pull out
load may be calculated in accordance with the formulae for bolts
on a strong foundation, on the left. However, the allowable pull
out strength of one bolt may not exceed 11,760N

5.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

6.If type 1 or type 2 lightweight concrete is used, allow 10% margin.

5.It is necessary to investigate the short term pull out strength of
normal supports due to an earthquake provided in the bottom
surface of ceiling slabs and on concrete walls for supporting heavy
objects. For this short term pull out load, see Item b) short term
pull out loads.

4.Do not use bolts with an embedded length less than those shown
in the right column.

1.The above table shows the short term allowable pull out load for
foundation bolts when embedded for the length shown in the
above table.

4.Do not use bolts with an embedded length less than those shown
in the right column.

Notes‚

1.The above table shows the short term allowable pull out load for
foundation bolts when embedded for the length shown in the
above table.

Long term allowable pull out load (N)

c) Bottom surface of normal ceiling slab, concrete wall surface

Notes‚

Short term pull out load (N)

b) Upper surface of normal floor slab

(7) Allowable pull out load for post-installed screw-type mechanical foundation bolts

Design
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Design

7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

(3) Installed position and position of the center of gravity
■ Outdoor unit
1Position of center of gravity

Short side(front face)

Long side(side face)

hG

hG

l G1’
l1

l G1

Outdoor unit type

l G2
l2

Position of holding
down fixings

Position of center of gravity

Product mass (kg)

l1

l2

l G1

70 type

1,000

1,060

515

485

515

700

Standard/cold region
specification
700

90 type

1,000

1,060

515

485

515

700

720

120 type

1,000

1,060

495

505

525

720

950

150 type

1,000

1,060

495

505

525

720

950

190 type

1,000

1,060

525

475

525

720

980

l G1´

l G2

hG

*For earthquake resistant design, compare l G1 and l G1´ and use the smallest value. for 70 type l G1´ is 485
2Foundation size
Outdoor unit type
size
Positioning on
the ground
Positioning on a
roof
Positioning on an
earthquake
resistant stand
on the roof

70, 90 type
A

B

1,360

1,160

1,750

1,750

1,850

1,850

120, 150, 190 type
C
120 or
more
120 or
more
120 or
more

A

B

1,810

1,160

1,850

1,850

2,000

2,000

C
120 or
more
140 or
more
140 or
more

B

A

C

Note The foundation is a solid foundation, or directly placed on a floor slab type.
3Size and type of anchor bolts
The anchor bolts are all M12.
The types are, embedded L-type, LA type, with a head, J type, JA type.
Boxed out L type, LA type, with a head, J type, JA type (however, the dimension C on the base must be greater than
180mm).
Subsequently inserted resin anchors, subsequently inserted male screw mechanical type. Subsequently inserted
female screw type mechanical anchors have insufficient pull-out strength, so cannot be used.
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7. Center of gravity position and earthquake resistant design

(4) Example anchor bolt calculation
Earthquake resistance evaluation of SGP-E90J2GU2(10 HP outdoor unit)

1 The earthquake resistance rank is common use, so the design horizontal earthquake factor KH is 1.0G.
(*KH = 1.0 is for installation on a roof. For installation on the ground KH = 0.4)
2 Refer to Item (3) for the position of the center of gravity of the equipment
3 Foundation bolts
• Number of bolts = 4
• Bolt diameter M12
*If as a result of the calculation this is not acceptable, change the conditions and re-calculate.

Example of evaluation by calculation

1Foundation bolt conditions
 Total no. of bolts(N)

N =㩷 㩷 4㩷

 bolt diameter(D)

D =㩷 㩷 12

 bolt cross-sectional area(A)

A = πD2/4 =㩷 113

 bolts on one side䋺short direction(n1)

n1 =㩷 2㩷 㩷 ………..current models have 2 bolts

㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷

………..current models have 4 bolts
mm ………..for M12 bolts
mm2

long direction(n2) n2 =㩷 2㩷 㩷 ………..current models have 2 bolts

 The installation method is “embedded J type, JA type bolts”, on a slab 12cm thick.
Foundation bolt allowable short term tensile load(Ta) ………..Ta =㩷 11,760㩷 N
(It is also acceptable to decide the installation method after completing the calculation)

2 Calculation
KH =㩷 1.0㩷 㩷 ………..installation location:KH on roof: 1.0
 Design horizontal magnitude(KH)
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 on ground:0.4

 Operating load(W)

W =㩷 6,566㩷 N ……….. 70 type:6,860
90 type:7,056
120 type:9,310
150 type:9,310
190 type:9,604

 Horizontal earthquake force(FH)

FH = KH䊶W=㩷 㩷 7,056 N

(=operating mass×9.8)

㩷㩷

㩷  Height of center of gravity(h)

 Vertical earthquake force(FV)
 Distance from center of gravity to bolt

hG =㩷 700 mm

………..70, 90 type
120, 150, 190 type

:700
:720

FV=FH/2=㩷 3,528 N

• Short direction(lG1)

l G1 =㩷 㩷 485 㩷 mm㩷 ………..70, 90 type
120, 150 type
190 type

:485
:495
:475

• Long direction(lG2)

lG2=㩷 㩷 515 㩷 mm㩷 ……….. 70, 90 type
120, 150, 190 type

:515
:525
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Bolt span

Shor t direction(l1)

l1=㩷 㩷 1,000 mm㩷 ………..70, 90 type
120, 150, 190 type

䋺1,000
䋺1,000

Long direction(l2)

l2=㩷 㩷 1,060 mm㩷 ………..70, 90 type
120, 150, 190 type

䋺1,060
䋺1,060

Actual strength of the foundation bolts

㩷

S hort term allowable tensile stress(ft)

ft=㩷 176 㩷 㩷 N/mm2…㩷 for SS400 ft:176

Short term allowable shear stress (fs)

fs=㩷

Pull out load on one bolt
Shor t direction(Rb1)

Rb1=㩷 㩷

Long direction(Rb2)

Rb2=㩷 㩷

Foundation bolt shear stress(τ)

F
τ =㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 H㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷 15.6㩷 㩷 N/mm2
N A

11 Foundation

99 㩷 㩷 N/mm2…㩷 for SS400 fs6:132×0.75
FH hG–(W - FV) lG1
l 1 n1

F h - (W -F ) l
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 H㩷 㩷 㩷G 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷V 㩷 㩷G2 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷 1,473㩷 N
l2 n2

bolt tensile stress
Shor t direction( δ1)

Rb1
2
δ 1=㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 A㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷 14.3㩷 㩷 N/mm

Long direction( δ 2)

R
2
δ2=㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷b2㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷 13.0 㩷 N/mm
A

12 Allowable

tensile stress in a bolt subject to simultaneous tensile and shear stress(fts)
fts=1.4 ft-1.6 τ =㩷 221.4㩷 N/mm2

3Judgment
Tensile load

S hort direction䋺if Rb1<Ta

OK

Rb1=㩷 1,614 㩷 <㩷 Ta= 11,760

Long direction䋺if Rb2<Ta

OK

Rb2=㩷 1,473 㩷 <㩷 Ta= 11,760

Shear stress
if τ < fs

㩷

OK

=㩷 1,614 N

τ =㩷 15.6㩷 <㩷 fs =㩷

Tensile stress

short direction䋺 if δ 1< ft
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 OK
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
δ 1< fts

δ 1=㩷 14.3

Long direction䋺if δ 2< ft
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 OK
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
δ 2< fts

δ 2=㩷 13.0 㩷

99

<㩷 ft㩷 =㩷 176
㩷
<㩷 fts =㩷 221.4
<㩷 ft㩷 =㩷 176
<㩷 fts =㩷 221.4
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Example of earthquake resistance calculation sheet

Earthquake resistance calculation sheet
Model name:
1. Foundation bolt data
No. of bolts in short direction: n1=
No. of foundation bolts
: N=
mm
No. of bolts in long direction : n2=
Foundation bolt diameter
: D= 2
mm2
Foundation cross-sectional area : A= π D /4=
(refer to construction method)
(can also be selected after calculation)
Installation method
N/bolt
Foundation bolt short term allowable load : Ta=
2. Calculation
Design horizontal
Installation
Design horizontal magnitude
: KH =
Operating load
:W =
N(product mass×9.8)
location
magnitude KH
Horizontal earthquake force
: FH = KH W=
N
On the roof
1.0
mm
Height of center of gravity
: hG =
N
Vertical earthquake force
: FV = FH /2=
On the ground
0.4
Short direction
l1 =
mm
bolts
n1 =
N
Rb1 =
Rb1=
N
Rb1< Ta(=
N/bolt)
τ =FH/N A=
N/mm2
τ < fs(= 132×0.75N/mm2)
σ 1 =Rb1/A=
N/mm2
σ1< ft(= 176N/mm2)
N/mm2
fts= 1.4ft-1.6 τ =
σ 1< fts=
N/mm2

Bolt span
No. of bolts
Pull out load
Pull out load
Shear force
Tensile stress

Judgment
Calculation formulae
Pull out load

OK

Long direction
l2 =
mm
bolts
n2 =
N
Rb2 =
Rb2=
N
Rb2< Ta(=
N/bolt)
τ =FH/N A=
N/mm2
τ < fs(= 132×0.75N/mm2)
σ1 =Rb2/A=
N/mm2
σ2< ft(= 176N/mm2)
N/mm2
fts=1.4ft-1.6 τ =
N/mm2
σ2< fts=

OK

NG

NG

: Pull out load (N)(short direction: Rb1, long direction: Rb2 )
: Bolt span (mm) (short direction: l1, long direction: l2 )
: No. of bolts (short direction: n1, long direction: n2 )
: Distance to CofG (mm) (short direction: lG1, long direction: lG2 )
l /2
However, l G
Allowable tensile stress in bolt subjected to simultaneous shear stress
fts = 1.4ft -1.6 τ fts : Allowable tensile stress in bolt simultaneously subject to shear stress
(N/mm2)
ft :Allowable tensile stress in bolt subject to tensile stress only (N/mm2)
Rb=

Rb
l
n
lG

FH hG - (W -FV) lG
l n

2

Reference: The material SS400 short term allowable tensile
stress ft 176 N/mm
2
SS400 short term allowable shear stress 132×0.75 N/mm

,

<Calculation dimensions>

G

G

h

Short direction
(front)

lG1
l1
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Example of earthquake resistance calculation sheet

Earthquake resistance calculation sheet
Model name:

SGP-E90J2GU2

1. Foundation bolt data
4
No. of bolts in short direction: n1= 2
No. of foundation bolts
: N=
Foundation bolt diameter
: D= 212 mm
No. of bolts in long direction : n2= 2
Foundation cross-sectional area : A= π D /4= 113 mm2
(can also be selected after calculation)
Installation method
Embedded J.JA type bolt. Slab thickness: 12cm (refer to construction method)
11,760
N/bolt
Foundation bolt short term allowable load : Ta=
2. Calculation
Design horizontal
Installation
1.0
Design horizontal magnitude
: KH =
location
Operating load
W = 7,056 N(product mass×9.8)
magnitude KH
Horizontal earthquake force
: FH = KH W= 7,056 N
On the roof
1.0
700 mm
Height of center of gravity
: hG =
Vertical earthquake force
: FV = FH /2= 3,528 N
On the ground
0.4

Bolt span
No. of bolts
Pull out load
Pull out load
Shear force
Tensile stress

Short direction
1,000 mm
l1 =
2
bolts
n1 =
Rb1 = 1,614 N
Rb1= 1,614 N
Rb1< Ta(= 11,760 N/bolt)
τ =FH/N A= 15.6 N/mm2
τ < fs(= 132×0.75N/mm2)
σ 1 =Rb1/A= 14.3
N/mm2
σ1< ft(= 176N/mm2)
fts= 1.4ft-1.6 τ = 221.4 N/mm2
σ 1< fts=221.4 N/mm2

Judgment
Calculation formulae
Pull out load
FH hG - (W -FV) lG
Rb=
l n

OK

Long direction
1,060
l2 =
mm
2
bolts
n2 =
1,473
N
Rb2 =
Rb2= 1,473 N
Rb2< Ta(= 11,760 N/bolt)
τ =FH/N A= 15.6 N/mm2
τ < fs(= 132×0.75N/mm2)
σ1 =Rb2/A= 13.4
N/mm2
σ2< ft(= 176N/mm2)
fts=1.4ft-1.6 τ = 221.4 N/mm2
2
σ2< fts= 221.4 N/mm

OK

NG

NG

: Pull out load (N)(short direction: Rb1, long direction: Rb2 )
: Bolt span (mm) (short direction: l1, long direction: l2 )
: No. of bolts (short direction: n1, long direction: n2 )
: Distance to CofG (mm) (short direction: lG1, long direction: lG2 )
l /2
However, l G
Allowable tensile stress in bolt subjected to simultaneous shear stress
fts = 1.4ft -1.6 τ fts : Allowable tensile stress in bolt simultaneously subject to shear stress
(N/mm2)
ft :Allowable tensile stress in bolt subject to tensile stress only (N/mm2)
Rb
l
n
lG

2

Reference: The material SS400 short term allowable tensile
stress ft 176 N/mm
2
SS400 short term allowable shear stress 132×0.75 N/mm

,

<Calculation dimensions>

G

G

h
700

lG1
485

l1

Short direction
(front)

1000

lG2
l2

1060
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For equipment installed in coastal regions, corrosion due to sea salt particles is severe, and the standard specification
models might not be able to cope with this environment. Therefore, a specification that is resistant to salt damage
has been prepared for installations in coastal regions.

(1)Precautions regarding installation
Although a salt resistant specification has been adopted, this is not always effective against corrosion.
The following points regarding installation and maintenance should be carefully considered.
1) The equipment should be installed on the downwind side of the building.
2) If it is unavoidable that the equipment is installed on the coast side of the building, then a wind
shield should be provided in order to protect the equipment from direct sea wind.
3) Install the equipment in a location with good drainage.
4) After installation carry out sufficient maintenance.
The internal and external surfaces of the equipment should be regularly and periodically inspected.
As necessary paint the surfaces with rustproof paints or wax, etc.

Outdoor unit

Sea wind

Sea wind

Outdoor unit

sea

sea
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1. Points regarding refrigerant piping construction

(1) Points regarding branch piping construction
APR-CHXJ140S
APR-CHXJ280S
● Cut the component with a pipe cutter at the size/position corresponding to size of the on site piping, selected
based upon the total capacity of the indoor units. If the end size is the same as the on site pipe size, then it is
not necessary to cut the component.
Note）Cut the component so as not to distort the pipe. (The connecting pipe may not be able to be inserted.) Refer
to the installation construction manual supplied with the outdoor unit for details of selecting the pipe size.
Cutting example

: In this component there are positions where it has been brazed and those where it has been
processed to be continuous. The cutting position varies, so care is needed.
Brazed component

Component 1

Component 3

Brazing location

Between B, C

Between D, E

1)Cutting at a non-brazed position

2)Cutting at a brazed position
●Component 1

Cutting position
Internal dowel

Cutting position

This size to be as short as
possible (8mm or less)

This size to be as short as possible
(2mm or less)
Internal dowel

Internal dowel

This size to be as long as possible
(This is the length to which the
adjoining pipe will be inserted.)

●Component 3

Note) The method of cutting at a location other
than where it has been brazed is the same
as cutting at a non-brazed position.

Brazed part
This size to be as long as possible
(this is the length to which the adjoining
pipe will be inserted)

Cutting position
Internal dowel

This size to be as short as possible
(2mm or less)

Brazed part
This size to be as long as possible

● After cutting, remove all burrs, and finish the end face correctly.
(If the pipe is badly bent or dented, use a tool to open the opening.)
● Check that there is no dirt or foreign matter inside the pipe branch.
● The pipe branch can be used horizontally or vertically (either pointing up or pointing down).
Used vertically
(can be used pointing up or down)

Used horizontally

Horizontal line

Outdoor unit side

Indoor unit side

Plus angle
Horizontal line (15-30 degrees)

● Branch piping should be insulated with insulating material resistant to temperatures of 120oC or higher.
● For further details, refer to the installation construction manual.
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1. Points regarding refrigerant piping construction

SGP-PCH560F
● Cut the component with a pipe cutter at the size/position corresponding to size of the on site piping, selected
based upon the total capacity of the indoor units. If the end size is the same as the on site pipe size, then it is not
necessary to cut the component.
● If the reducer packaged with the unit is used, it should be brazed on site.
Note) Cut the component so as not to distort the pipe. (The connecting pipe may not be able to be inserted.) Refer
to the installation construction manual supplied with the outdoor unit for details of selecting the pipe size.
● The cut should be made as far away from the internal dowel as possible.

Internal dowel

Cutting position

As long as possible
(This is the length to which
the adjoining pipe will be inserted.)

● After cutting, remove all burrs, and finish the end face correctly.
(If the pipe is badly bent or dented, use a tool to open the opening.)
● Check that there is no dirt or foreign matter inside the pipe branch.
● The pipe branch can be used horizontally or vertically (either pointing up or pointing down).
Used vertically
(can be used pointing up or down)

Used horizontally

Horizontal line

Outdoor unit side

Indoor unit side

Plus angle
Horizontal line (15-30 degrees)

● Branch piping should be insulated with insulating material resistant to temperatures of 120oC or higher.
● For further details, refer to the installation construction manual.
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1. Points regarding refrigerant piping construction

2) Points regarding header pipe construction
● Headers should be oriented as shown in the following drawings. In particular, care should be taken when using
vertically.
<Horizontal use>

<Vertical use>

1Horizontal pointing to the side

2Horizontal pointing up

● Slant at 15°- 30°.
● On the branch on the indoor unit
side, bring the pipe up as shown in the
diagram below then resume
horizontally.

Outdoor unit

Indoor unit
Indoor unit

20cm or more
Indoor unit

Outdoor unit
Outdoor unit

Indoor unit
Indoor unit

● Cut the branch pipe of the header to suit
the size of the refrigerant pipe on the
indoor unit side.
● If three indoor units are being used, cut
and connect three branches to suit the
size of the refrigerant piping on the
indoor unit side. Positions that are not
being used should be just left as they
are.

Outdoor unit

● Refer to the following installation examples

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

● If 5-8 indoor units are being used then
connect and use two headers as shown in
the diagram below.
● Refer to the following diagram for the cutting position.

<Connection of header piping>
Cutting position

Internal dowel

Cutting position

This size to be as short
as possible (8mm or less)

Brazing

Cutting position
This size to be as short as possible
(2mm or less)
Internal dowel

Brazed part
This size to be as long as possible
(The adjoining pipe will be inserted to
this length.)

● For further details, refer to the installation construction
manual.
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1. Points regarding refrigerant piping construction

(3) Refrigerant piping connection operations
1Refrigerant piping materials
Piping should be “phosphorous de-oxidized copper seamless tube (C1220T).” Piping size shall be in accordance
with the following table.
Nominal external
diameter
Thickness

φ6.35 φ9.52 φ12.7 φ15.88 φ19.05 φ22.2 φ25.4 φ28.58 φ31.75 φ38.1 φ41.28 φ44.45 φ50.8
T0.8

T0.8

Specification

T0.8

T1.0

T1.0

T1.15

T1.0

Ｏ material

T1.0

T1.1

T1.15

T1.2

T1.25

T1.4

1/2H or H material

2Cautions regarding construction

Caution
● All the unit piping, including the branch must be insulated. The gas side system (thick pipe) must be
insulated to greater than 120oC, and the liquid side (thin pipe) to greater than 80oC. (See Figure 1.)
For external diameters of 38.1mm or more the thickness should be
Thermal insulation
Ornamental tape
(heat resistant to
15mm, and for other sizes it should be 10mm.
(to prevent rain
greater than 120 )
and water access)
If the conditions within the ceiling can exceed DB30oC or RH70%
then this thickness should be increased.
Operation cable
Thermal insulation
Improper insulationg can be the cause of water leaks and
condensation.
Gas pipe side
Liquid pipe side
(thick pipe)
(thin pipe)
Use separate conduit for the electricity cables and the operation
cables. If the same conduit is used, a malfunction may result from
Fig. 1
the effects of noise and induction.
3 Select the gas pipe (thick pipe), liquid pipe (thin pipe), branches (separately sold) and make necessary
preparations for installation.
●After cutting the pipe, remove all burrs, and correctly finish the ends.
(similarly for separately sold branch fittings)
●During cutting and bending operations do not damage the pipe.
●Make sure that no water or sand can enter the pipe.
4 Connecting pipes
●Carry out as follows.
1) Remove the fixing rubber by removing the gas pipe and the liquid pipe fixing
panel from the piping connection panel (See Fig. 3.).
Fig. 2
2) Connect the piping, and braze.
3) Return the fixing rubber to the gas pipe and the liquid pipe. (Fig. 4)

Caution
Before brazing operations, complete the following.
● The rubber for fixing the pipe is not resistant to heat, so before brazing be sure to remove it.
● During brazing, cool the piping with wet cloth, etc. so that the heat does not cause damage to the valve
inside of the equipment.
● Commercial anti-oxidants have adverse reactions on refrigerants and the refrigeration oil, so they should not
be used
Liquid pipe
fixing rubber

Piping
connection
panel

Liquid pipe
fixing panel

Liquid pipe
(thin pipe)

Gas pipe
fixing rubber

Gas pipe
(thick pipe)

Gas pipe
fixing panel
Brazing

Fig. 3
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1. Points regarding refrigerant piping construction

Caution
● In order to prevent oxidizing films inside the piping, purge the piping with nitrogen.
● Commercial anti-oxidants have adverse reactions on refrigerants and the refrigeration oil, so they should not
be used.
Gage manifold

Valves kept closed
Gas side

Liquid side

Nitrogen

Fig. 5

5Gas-tightness testing and evacuation
● It is a requirement of the High Pressure Gas Safety Law to carry out a gas-tightness test on gas heat pump air
conditioning systems. Therefore, carry out the following points to verify that there are no leaks from the joints
in the piping.
● After connecting the gage manifold to the service ports on both the gas pipe (thick pipe) and the

liquid pipe (thin pipe) sides, connect the nitrogen and vacuum pump as shown in Fig. 6.
Gage manifold

●Raise the pressure to the testing level of
3.0MPa with nitrogen, and check for leaks.
Leakage of refrigerant can be the cause of
accidents due to lack of oxygen.

Gas side

Liquid side
Siphon
pipe

●After completing the gas-tightness test,
evacuate the indoor unit and the piping
down to 667Pa.
●After completing evacuation, do not leave it
for a long period of time.
（Note）Each service port has a check
valve.

Pressure
regulator

Pressure meter

Refrigerant
container

Nitrogen

Caution

Vacuum pump
Weighing
scales

Fig. 6

(4)Adding additional refrigerant charge
The quantity of refrigerant charged at the time of shipping did not consider the length of piping. Add additional
refrigerant appropriate to the length of piping.
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2. System Configuration

(1) Cable thickness and fitting capacities
1Cable capacity (Standard power cable is 600V vinyl cable, IV cable, supplied on site.)
●Single phase specification
Outdoor unit
120 type
30
15
20
30

Unit part
70 type

90 type

Switch capacity(A)
Fuse capacity(A)
Capacity(A)
Earth leakage
Leakage current(mA)
breaker
Operation time(sec)

190 type

0.1 or less
2

Electrical power
cable
（metal sheath,
vinyl chloride
sheath）
Voltage drop
standard
2%

150 type

2

Cable minimum size

2mm
(29)

2mm
(29)

2mm2
(17)

2mm2
(17)

2mm2
(17)

Up to 25ｍ length

2mm2

2mm2

3.5mm2

3.5mm2

3.5mm2

Up to 50ｍ length

3.5mm2

3.5mm2

8mm2

8mm2

8mm2

Up to 75ｍ length

5.5mm2

5.5mm2

14mm2

14mm2

14mm2

Up to 100ｍ length

8mm2

8mm2

14mm2

14mm2

14mm2

Up to 200m length

14mm2

14mm2

-

-

-

2

Grounding cable size
Size of inter-unit operation cable
(between outdoor and indoor units)

2mm

0.5mm2-2mm2(total length up to 1000m)

● The value inside the ( ) for cable minimum size is the maximum length (m).
● The outdoor unit power source cannot be a bus system.
● The capacity of the indoor units is not included.
Please note that the general power source cannot be located where indoor unit is installed.
● For the selection of the earth leakage breaker, a delay type is recommended for protection coordination.
2The indoor/outdoor operation cable
● Cable type
• CVV
(JIS C3401)
Vinyl insulated vinyl sheath cable for control
• VCTF (JIS C3306)
Vinyl cabtire round cord
• VCT
(JIS C3312)
600V vinyl cabtire cable
• VVR
(JIS C3342)
Round vinyl insulated vinyl sheath cable
• MVVS or CPEVS
Shield cable (If used be sure to ground on one side)
Note) Do not run together with the power cable. (Separate by 30cm or more.)
If they are run together, then use a conduit or a shield.
● Branch cables
• There should be no more than 16 branch locations.
• The distance between branch point and branch point should be more than 2m.
• Branch: Use up to 3 cables per branch. Four or more cables, or branching after a branch are not
permitted.

(2)Diagram of electrical cabling system
Earth leakage breaker

Indoor/outdoor operation cable

Earth leakage breaker

Remote
control
(separately sold item)

Indoor power cable
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Remote
control
(separately sold item)

Indoor
unit

Grounding

Indoor
unit

Grounding

Indoor
unit

Grounding

Grounding

Outdoor
power cable

Grounding

Outdoor unit

Remote
control
(separately sold item)

Indoor
unit

Remote
control
(separately sold item)
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(3) Cautions regarding electrical construction
Carefully read the following guidelines to ensure safety before beginning the electrical construction work.
●The precautions given in this test consist of specific [ Warnings] and [ Cautions]. They are all important items
regarding safety, so they must be carried out.
●Their meanings are as described below.
Warnings: Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the possibility of serious personal injury
or even death.
Cautions: Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the danger of personal injury or physical
damage.

1cautions regarding safety

Warning
●Electrical installation should be entrusted to the dealer where this product was purchased, or a professional contractor.
Incomplete electrical installations carried out by yourself can result in defects, electric shocks or fire.
●The electrical installation should be carried out by an properly qualified electrician, in accordance with “Technical
criteria for electrical equipment”, “Electrical wiring regulations”, “ To those undertaking the electrical construction
(chiller)”. If there is a defect in the electrical construction then this can result in an electric shock, or cause fires.

2Cautions regarding electrical cabling construction

Warning
●Use a dedicated branch circuit for the electrical cabling, and do not share it with other equipment. Secondary
damage can occur as a result of a circuit breaker activating.
●Use only the specified cable (type, size) and carefully join them. Ensure that external force from the cable does not
transmit to the terminals by securing them properly. If the cable joints are not stable then this can result in heat
generation and cause fires.

Caution
●Fix an overload circuit breaker to each unit with the correct load setting. If the incorrect breaker is installed then
this can result in heating, short circuit, and lead to fires.
●Fix an earth leakage breaker to each unit with the correct load setting. (earth leakage breaker rating: 30mA, 0.1s)
If an earth leakage breaker is not installed then this can result in electrical shocks and fires.
●For the grounding connection, install a D type connection in accordance with the Technical Criteria for Electrical
Equipment (used to be type 3 grounding connection).
Do not connect the grounding cable to gas pipes, water pipes, lightning conductors, or telephone grounding cables.
If the grounding is not sound then this can cause electric shocks.
●This equipment uses an inverter, so use an earth leakage breaker that is compliant with an inverter.
●Fix the electrical power cable and the operation cable between the water heat exchanger unit and the outdoor unit to
the fixing clamper in the outdoor unit, and do not touch the following type of objects.
• The moving or high temperature parts of an engine or electrical machine.
• Refrigerant piping, small diameter pressure reading test pipe or any part of the refrigerant circuit.
• Sharp edges of fitting metals or other objects .
●When laying the electrical power cable and the operation cable between the water heat exchanger unit and the
outdoor unit to the electrical equipment box, leave about 20cm of slack inside the box.
●The remote control cable has polarity, so be certain to connect to the correct terminal number.
●Use signal cable for communication cable (remote control, operation cable between water heat exchanger unit and
the outdoor unit) to make it easy to differentiate from power cable (AC 230V).
●Also, do not run the power cable with the communication cables.
●Keep the chiller power and communication cables at least 3m from television, radio, stereo, interphone, personal
computer, word processor, and telephone including antenna, operation, and power cables. This can cause noise and
other undesirable effects.
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3. Points regarding electrical construction (indoor unit)

(1) Cable size and fitting capacity

Indoor/outdoor

● Cable capacity(use 600V vinyl cable, IV cable as standard.
Supply on site)
● The value within ( ) for minimum cable size is the Maximum
length.
● For remote control cable, use the separately sold item. (for
exposed type)
1Multi-type indoor unit
Individual indoor power supply system
1) Embedded in the ceiling high static pressure type, without
direct expansion coil air processing unit.

2

2

( size 0.5mm - 2.0mm )
operation cable type
Vinyl insulated vinyl sheath cable
CVV

(JIS C3401)
for control

VCTF (JIS C3306)

Vinyl cabtire round cord
Vinyl insulated vinyl sheath round

VVR

(JIS C3342)
cable

MVVS or CPEVS

Shield cable

Indoor unit side (indivisual)
Unit part
Embedded in the ceiling without direct expansion coil air processing unit
Type number

22 - 45 type

56 type

71 type

80, 90 type

112, 140 type

160 type

Switch capacity(A)

30

30

30

30

30

30

Fuse capacity(A)
Earth leakage breaker

15

15

15

15

15

15

Capacity(A)

20

20

20

20

20

20

Leakage current(mA)

30

30

30

30

30

30

Operating time(sec)

0.1 or less

0.1 or less

0.1 or less

0.1 or less

0.1 or less

0.1 or less

2

2mm (104)

2

Electrical power cable

Minimum cable size

2mm (197)

(metal pipe, vinyl

Up to 25m length

2mm

chloride pipe)
Voltage drop standard
2%

2

2

2mm (174)

2

2mm (146)

2

2mm (115)

2

2mm

2

2

2

2mm

2

2mm (83)

2mm

2

2mm

2

2

2mm

Up to 50m length

2mm

2mm

2mm

2mm

2mm

2mm2

Up to 75m length

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

Up to 100m length

2mm

2

3.5mm

2

2

2

2

2

2

2mm

2mm

2

2mm

2

2mm

2mm2

Earth cable size
Indoor/outdoor operation cable

0.5mm2 - 2mm2(total length up to 1000ｍ)

Remote control cable size

0.5mm2 - 2mm2(total length up to 500ｍ)

The value within ( ) for the minimum cable size is the maximum length.
For remote control cable, use separately sold item (exposed type)

2) Embedded in the ceiling high static pressure type and air processing unit with direct expansion coil.
Indoor unit ( separate)
Unit part
Embedded in the ceiling

Direct expansion coil air processing unit

Type number

71 type

90, 112 type

140 type

50 type

75 type

100 type

Switch capacity(A)

30

30

30

30

30

30

Fuse capacity (A)

15

15

15

15

15

15

Capacity(A)

20

20

20

20

20

20

Earth leakage breaker

Leakage current(mA)
Operation time(sec)

30
0.1 or less

30
0.1 or less

30
0.1 or less

30
0.1 or less

30
0.1 or less

30
0.1 or less

Electrical power cable

Cable minimum size

2mm2 (65)

2mm2 (55)

2mm2 (44)

2mm2 (47)

2mm2 (39)

2mm2 (34)

(metal pipe, vinyl

Up to 25m length

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

2mm2

Up to 50m length

2

2

chloride pipe)
Voltage drop standard

2mm

2

2mm
2

2

3.5mm
2

3.5mm

2

Up to 75m length

3.5mm

3.5mm

5.5mm

Up to 100m length

3.5mm2

5.5mm2

5.5mm2

2

2

5.5mm

5.5mm

5.5mm2

5.5mm2

5.5mm2

8mm2

Earth cable size

2mm

Indoor/outdoor operation cable

0.5mm2 - 2mm2（total length up to 1000ｍ）

Remote control cable size

0.5mm2 - 2mm2（total length up to 500ｍ）
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3.5mm

2

3.5mm

2

The value inside ( ) for cable minimum size is the maximum length (m).
For remote control cable, use the separately sold item (exposed type)

2
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3. Points regarding electrical construction (indoor unit)

Indoor unit bus system
1) Embedded in the ceiling high static pressure type, without direct expansion coil air processing unit.
a) Bus cabling 10m respectively

b) Bus cabling 15m respectively

●The value inside ( ) for the minimum cable size is the maximum length (m).
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2) Embedded in the ceiling high static pressure type and air processing unit with direct expansion coil.
a) Bus cable 10m respectively

b) Bus cabling 15m respectively

● The value within ( ) for the minimum cable size is the maximum
length (m).
● If the power to one indoor unit is not switched on, then other indoor units
will sound a warning. Therefore, indoor units should take the power from
one location that is separate from the outdoor units.
● When the indoor unit power supply is from a bus system, the power
cabling system should be grouped according to the refrigerant piping
system.
● The number of indoor units in one power supply system is limited by the
capacity of the cabling.
● Please note that the terminal board capacity and the maximum cable size
that can be connected are as shown in the table below.

Earth leakage
breaker

Main cable
Indoor unit
Bus cable
Indoor unit
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2Ceiling embedded high static pressure type (DR67 type, DR96 type)
Individual indoor power supply system

Note

●The value within ( ) for the minimum cable size is the maximum length (m).
●For remote control cable, use the separately sold item (exposed).

Indoor power supply bus system

●

The value within ( ) for the minimum cable size is the
maximum length (m).
●
If the power to one indoor unit is not switched on, then
other indoor units will sound a warning. Therefore, indoor units
should take the power from one location that is separate from
the outdoor unit.
●
When the indoor unit power supply is from a bus system, the
power cabling system should be grouped according to the
refrigeration piping system.
●
The number of indoor units in one power supply system is
limited by the capacity of the cabling.
●
Please note that the terminal board capacity and the
maximum cable size that can be connected are as shown in the
table below.

Earth leakage
breaker

Main cable
Indoor unit
Bus cable
Indoor unit
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(2) Cautions regarding electrical construction

Cautions regarding safety
■ Carefully read the “Cautions regarding safety” before beginning the installation work and electrical construction work.
■ The precautions given in this manual consist of specific[ Warnings]and [ Cautions]. They are all important items regarding
safety, so they must be carried out.
Their meanings are as described below.
Warning： Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the possibility of serious personal injury or even death.
Caution： Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the danger of personal injury or physical damage.
❋ After completion of the installation and during test run, confirm that there are no abnormalities. Also, in accordance with the
“Operating manual”, explain to the customer how to operate and maintain the system. Also, ask the customer to keep copies of “To
those undertaking the installation construction” and “To those undertaking the electrical construction” together with the
“Operating manual”

Warning
● The installation and electrical work should be entrusted to the dealer where this system was purchased, or a professional installer.
Incomplete installation carried out by yourself can result in leakage, electric shocks or fire.
● The installation and electrical work should be carried out, in accordance with “To those undertaking the installation construction”, “
To those undertaking the electrical construction”. If there is a defect in the installation then this can result in water or refrigerant
leakage, electric shocks, or fire.
● The electrical installation should be carried out by an properly qualified electrician, in accordance with “Technical criteria for
electrical equipment”, “Electrical wiring regulations”, “To those undertaking the installation construction”, “ To those undertaking
the electrical construction”, and the specification for power supply for gas heat pump air conditioners, and be certain to provide a
dedicated power circuit. If the power circuit has insufficient capacity, or if there is a defect in the electrical construction then this
can result in an electric shock, or cause fires.
● Use a dedicated branch circuit for the electrical cabling, and do not share it with other equipment. Secondary damage can occur as
a result of the circuit breaker tripping.
● Use only the specified cable (type, size) and carefully join them. Ensure that external force from the cable does not transmit to the
terminals by securing them properly. If the cable joints are not stable then this can result in heat generation and cause fires.
● If a refrigerant gas leak should occur during construction work, ventilate the area. If refrigerant gas comes in contact with fire then
poisonous gas is generated.
● For separately sold air purifiers and humidifiers, be sure to use products specified by the company. Also, installation should be
carried out by a specialist contractor. If a defect occurs due to installing by yourself this can result in electrical shocks or fires, or
water leaks.

Caution
● Install a grounding connection. Do not connect the grounding cable to gas pipes, water pipes, lightning conductors, or telephone
grounging cables. If the grounding is not sound then this can cause electric shocks.
● The grounding terminal is inside the electrical equipment box. (D type grounding connection (used to be type 3 grounding
connection)).
● Static electricity can cause noise, so be sure to install a grounding connection.
● Be sure to fix a grounding leakage breaker. If a grounding leakage breaker is not installed then this can result in electrical shocks
and fires.
● Do not install indoor units in locations where flammable gases are generated, flow in, accumulate or leak, or where volatile
flammable materials are handled. This could cause fires due to flammable materials or flammable gases igniting.
■Cautions regarding electrical cabling construction

Warning
● Power supply cables and indoor/outdoor operation cables should be fixed using “cord fastening fittings” supplied with the indoor
unit. The cables should not touch any of the following. If there is a defect in the fixing, then this could result in an electric shock
or fires.
1)Electric motors or other high temperature or moving equipment.
2)Refrigerant piping, small diameter pressure reading test pipe, and other parts of the refrigeration circuit.
3)Sharp edges of fixing metals or other objects.
● After connecting the cable to the indoor unit, seal the gap at the power inlet with putty.
● Make sure that no cables are incorrectly connected. (Incorrectly connected cables could cause breakdown)
● Do not use the same cable for the electrical power supply (AC 230V etc.), the remote control cable and the indoor/outdoor operation
cable, or bring these cables close to each other.
● Use different signal cable for the remote control cable and the indoor/outdoor operation cable, so that they can be distinguished from
each other.
● Keep the indoor unit power cable, the remote control cable and the indoor/outdoor operation cables at least 3m from television, radio,
stereo, interphone, personal computer, word processor, and telephone including antenna, operation, and power cables. This can cause

noise and other undesirable effects.
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(3) Electrical cabling system diagram

7P terminal board

For electrical cabling installation, refer to the electrical
cabling system below, as well as the outdoor unit cable
diagram and the indoor unit circuit diagram.

5P terminal board

Power Indoor/
source outdoor
operation
cable

Power Indoor/ Remote
source outdoor control
operation
cable

2P terminal board

Remote
control

1Multi-type system for buildings
7P terminal board model
5P+2P terminal board model
■Cabling method
There are two types of power terminal board for indoor units, 7P and 5P+2P. The following basic cabling
diagram is drawn using the 5P+2P terminal board, so there are terminal boards that are different from those
shown in the illustration.
Arrangement for a one refrigeration system
Note 1) When a centralized control device is used, the signal cable from the centralized control device should
be connected to be the same signal cable as the indoor/outdoor operation cable. (no polarity)
Note 2) S7 on the outdoor unit board (terminal resistance ON/OFF switch) should be set to the ON side (when
shipped from the factory it is set to ON).
Earth leakage
breaker

Outdoor unit

Central control device

Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

Grounding

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

Grounding

Earth leakage
breaker

Grounding

Grounding

Indoor unit
Grounding

Indoor unit
Grounding

Indoor unit
Maximum
20 units
Grounding

Remote control
wiring

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

Remote
control

Bus system cable for group control
(Maximum 8 units can be connected)

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

When the centralized control device controls indoor units on several refrigeration systems
Note 1) The power supply cabling for the indoor units should be carried out for each separate refrigeration
system. (If this cannot be done then use the bus system or the relay at a pull box.
Also, power cabling for outdoor units should be separate for each outdoor unit.
Note 2) The signal cable from the centralized control device should be connected to be the same signal cable
as the indoor/outdoor operation cable. (no polarity)
Note 3) The maximum number of units that can be connected to the same signal cable is 64 indoor units,
and 30 outdoor units.
Note 4) If the indoor/outdoor operation cable is connected in a loop then communication is not possible.
Therefore, do not connect in a loop.
Note 5) On the common communication cable (indoor/outdoor operation cable) outdoor unit board
S7(terminal resistance ON/OFF switch), all units save one should be set to the OFF side (when
shipped from the factory they are set to ON).
Earth leakage breaker

Earth leakage breaker
Outdoor
unit 1
Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

To other systems

Earth leakage breaker

Indoor unit

Grounding

Remote
control
wiring

Indoor unit
Maximum
20 units

Indoor unit

Grounding
Grounding
Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

Remote
control

Earth leakage
breaker

Same refrigerant system

Indoor unit

Grounding

Grounding

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

Remote
control

Remote
control

Same refrigerant system
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Indoor unit
Maximum
20 units

Central control device A

Grounding

Central control device B

Grounding

Outdoor
unit 2
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3. Points regarding electrical construction (indoor unit)

Cautions regarding the indoor/outdoor operation cable
1)Do not connect the cable in a loop.
Outdoor Unit

Outdoor Unit

Outdoor Unit

Forbidden

Forbidden

Indoot Unit

Indoot Unit

Indoot Unit

Indoot Unit

Indoot Unit

2) If the cable is branched, it should be done at 16 or fewer locations. (branches within 1m are not
counted)
Outdoor unit

Outdoor unit

Outdoor unit

1m
or more

Indoor unit

*2

1m
or more
Branch

Indoor unit
16 locations
or fewer

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

1m
or more

Indoor unit
*1

*1 Not counted as branch if less than 1m.
*2 The length of cable between branch point and branch point shall be 2m or greater.

Indoor unit

3) Check that the terminal board for the indoor/outdoor operation cable and terminal board for the remote
control cable are not connected to 230V AC.
❋ If they are mistakenly connected to 230V AC then the fuse on the indoor unit board (F3, 0.5A) will
blow in order to protect the board. After the cabling has been amended, remove the 2P connector
(blue, OC, CN40) connected to the board, and replace it with a 2P connector (brown, EMG, CN44).
(This operation must be done after first turning the power OFF.)
❋ If the remote control cabling is mistakenly connected to 230V AC then the indoor unit board will be
damaged.
2P connector (brown)
EMG, CN44
to terminal board
2P connector (blue)
OC, CN40
Indoor unit board
Fuse(F3, 0.5A)

■ Group Control
A maximum of 8 indoor units can be connected to one remote control.
Note 1) Use the indoor unit sensor (body sensor) for control. When shipped from the factory the indoor unit
sensor is set, so no operations are required.
Note 2) The floor installed type(SGP-EEH) does not have a terminal board for remote control, so group
control cannot be done.
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<Cable diagram of group control including multi-type indoor units>
Caution:Make sure there is no mistakes in the cabling. (Mistaken cabling will cause a breakdown.)
Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

Indoor
unit(UH)

Indoor
unit 2
Grounding

Grounding

Indoor
unit 3

Indoor
unit 8
Grounding

Grounding

Remote
control
wiring
Bus system cable for group control
(Maximum 8 units can be connected)

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

● Cabling procedure
Carry out the cabling according to the following procedure.
1)Connect the remote control to the remote control terminal board (1, 2) of the group indoor unit 1.
2)Connect (1, 2) of the remote control terminal of group indoor unit 1 to (1, 2) of the remote control
terminal of group indoor unit 2, using a 2-wire bus system. Next, from indoor unit 2 connect to the
remote control terminal board of the next unit(indoor unit 3) in a bus system. In this way, connect all
the indoor units in a bus system.
3)Connect the indoor/outdoor operation cable.
4)The remote control cable has no polarity.
■ Control with 2 remote controls
❋ Control with 2 remote controls allows one or several indoor units to be operated with two remote controls.
(A maximum of 2 can be connected)
●One indoor unit connected
to and operated by two
remote controls

●Two remote controls connected and operating
Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

Indoor
unit

Indoor
unit 1

Indoor
unit 2

Indoor
unit 3

Grounding

Remote
control
cable

Terminal board
for remote control
cabling

Grounding

Grounding

Grounding

Terminal board
for remote control
cabling

Bus system cable for
group control
Separately
sold item

Remote
control
(parent)

Separately
sold item

Remote
control
(child)

Separately
sold item

Remote
control
(parent)
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Separately
sold item

Remote
control
(child)
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(Set up method)
1) Set one of the two remote controls connected as the parent remote control.
2) Turn the remote control address switch on the back of the remote control switch board of the other remote
control (the child remote control) from OFF to ON. In this condition it will operate as a child remote
control.
The child remote control will operate even if it is connected to indoor unit 2 or indoor unit 3.
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2Ceiling embedded high static pressure type (DR76, 96 type)
■ Cabling method
●Power cabling to the indoor units should be separate for each indoor unit.
1:1 or 1:2 combinations (without using a centralized control device)
<E70 type and DR76 type>
<E90 type and DR96 type>

<E150 type and DR76 type
<E190 type and DR96 type

Earth leakage
breaker

Earth leakage
breaker

Outdoor unit

Outdoor unit

Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

Grounding

Grounding

Indoor unit

Earth leakage
breaker

2 units>
2 units>

Indoor unit
1

Grounding

Bus system
cable for
group control
Grounding

Grounding

Remote control
wiring

Indoor unit
2

Remote control
wiring
Earth leakage
breaker

Remote
control

Remote
control

Remote
control

When using a centralized control device in conjunction with other multi-type indoor units
1)Controlling indoor units of one refrigeration system
Note 1: When a centralized control device is used, the signal cable from the centralized control
device should be connected to be the same signal cable as the indoor/outdoor operation
cable. (no polarity)
Note 2: S7 on the outdoor unit board (terminal resistance ON/OFF switch) should be set to the
ON side (when shipped from the factory it is set to ON).
Earth leakage
breaker

Outdoor unit

Grounding

Earth leakage
breaker

Grounding

Central control device

Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

Indoor unit
1

Grounding

Indoor unit
(UH)

Grounding

Indoor unit
3

Grounding

Indoor unit
4

Grounding

Indoor unit
X

Remote control
wiring

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

Remote
control

Bus system cable for group control
(Maximum 8 units can be connected)

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

❋ When there are several other multi types, several units of ‚c‚q‚V‚U type and ‚X‚U type cannot be
connected to one refrigerant system.
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2)Controlling indoor units on several refrigeration systems
Note 1) The power supply cabling for the indoor units should be carried out for each separate
refrigeration system.
(If this cannot be done then use the bus system or the relay at a pull box.
Also, power cabling for outdoor units should be separate for each outdoor unit.
Note 2) The signal cable from the centralized control device should be connected to be the same
signal cable as the indoor/outdoor operation cable. (no polarity)
Note 3) The maximum number of units that can be connected to the same signal cable is 64
indoor units, and 30 outdoor units.
Note 4) If the indoor/outdoor operation cable is connected in a loop then communication is not
possible. Therefore, do not connect in a loop.
Note 5 On the common communication cable (indoor/outdoor operation cable) outdoor unit
board S7 (terminal resistance ON/OFF switch), all units save one should be set to the OFF
side (when shipped from the factory they are set to ON).

Earth leakage
breaker

Outdoor
unit 1

Earth leakage
breaker

Outdoor
unit 2

Grounding

Grounding

Earth leakage
breaker

Indoor unit
1

Grounding

Indoor unit
(UH)

Indoor unit
X

Grounding

Earth leakage
breaker

Remote control
wiring

Indoor unit
2

Grounding

Grounding

Grounding

Indoor unit
X

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Remote
control

Remote
control

Remote
control

Remote
control

Remote
control

Same refrigerant system

Same refrigerant system

■Cautions regarding the indoor/outdoor operation cable
Do not connect the cable in a loop.

Outdoor Unit

Outdoor Unit

Outdoor Unit

Forbidden

Forbidden

Indoot Unit

Indoot Unit

Indoot Unit
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Indoot Unit

Indoot Unit

Central control device B

To other systems

Central control device A

Indoor/outdoor
operation cable
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If the cable is branched, it should be done at 16 or fewer locations. (branches within 1m are not counted)

Outdoor unit

Outdoor unit

Outdoor unit

1m
or more

Indoor unit

*2

1m
or more
Branch

Indoor unit
16 locations
or fewer

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

Indoor unit

1m
or more

Indoor unit
*1

*1 Not counted as branch if less than 1m.
*2 The length of cable between branch point and branch point shall be 2m or greater.

Indoor unit

Check that the terminal board for the indoor/outdoor operation cable and terminal board for the remote control
cable are not connected to 230V AC.
❋ If they are mistakenly connected to 230V AC then the fuse on the indoor unit board (F3, 0.5A) will blow
in order to protect the board. After the cabling has been amended, remove the 2P connector (blue, OC,
CN40) connected to the board, and replace it with a 2P connector (brown, EMG, CN44).
This
operation must be done after first turning the power OFF
❋ If the remote control cabling is mistakenly connected to 230V AC then the indoor unit board will be
damaged.
2P connector (brown)
EMG, CN44
to terminal board
2P connector (blue)
OC, CN40
Indoor unit board
Fuse(F3, 0.5A)

■Group Control
A maximum of 8 indoor units can be connected to one remote control.
Note 1) Use the indoor unit sensor (body sensor) for control. When shipped from the factory the indoor
unit sensor is set, so no operations are required.
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<Basic cable diagram>
Caution: Make sure there is no mistakes in the cabling. (Mistaken cabling will cause a breakdown.)
Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

Indoor
unit(UH)
Grounding

Separately
sold item

Grounding

Remote
control
wiring

Indoor
unit 2

Grounding

Indoor
unit 3

Grounding

Indoor
unit 8

Bus system cable for group control
(Maximum 8 units can be connected)

Remote
control

* Two or more units of ‚c‚q‚V‚U type and ‚X‚U type cannot be connected to one refrigeration system
when there are other multi-type units connected.
●Cabling procedure
Carry out the cabling according to the following procedure.
1) Connect the remote control to the remote control terminal board (1, 2) of the group indoor unit 1.
2) Connect (1, 2) of the remote control terminal of group indoor unit 1 to (1, 2) of the remote control
terminal of group indoor unit 2, using a 2-wire bus system. Next, from indoor unit 2 connect to the
remote control terminal board of the next unit (indoor unit 3) in a bus system. In this way, connect all
the indoor units in a bus system.
3) Connect the indoor/outdoor operation cable.
4) The remote control cable has no polarity.
■Control with 2 remote controls
❋ Control with 2 remote controls allows one or several indoor units to be operated with two remote controls.
(a maximum of 2 can be connected

Indoor/outdoor
operation cable

Grounding

Indoor
unit

Remote
control
cable

Terminal board
for remote control
cabling

Grounding

Indoor
unit(UH)

Grounding

Indoor
unit 2

Grounding

Indoor
unit 3

Terminal board
for remote control
cabling
Bus system cable for
group control

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Separately
sold item

Remote
control
(parent)

Remote
control
(child)

Remote
control
(parent)

Separately
sold item

Remote
control
(child)

❋ The set up method is the same as for “1Multi type for buildings”.
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• Cautions regarding hot water piping construction (applicable to E190J2GU2W)

Caution
● The allowable pressure of the outdoor unit hot water piping is 0.7MPa.
● Install an appropriate water or air purge valve on the hot water piping. If air gets mixed with the water flow
then this can cause noise, corrosion, and reduction of performance.
● Use a hot water circulation in the region of 2.1m3/h-3.9m3/h.
If it is used outside this range then it can cause breakdown due to corrosion or freezing of the heat exchanger,
or accumulation of air.
● Provide sufficient thermal insulation to the hot water removal pipe.
If the insulation is not sufficient it will cause heat loss, or damage due to freezing in a severe winter.
● Install the hot water circulation pump on the inlet piping side of the hot water outlet.
● The connector to the hot water outlet piping should be larger than (20A), and provided with as few bends as

possible to ensure low resistance. Also, by providing a union fitting near the outdoor unit for example, make it
easy to remove the outdoor unit.
● Install a strainer (80 mesh or larger) on the inlet piping of the outdoor unit to protect the heat exchanger for
the outdoor unit outlet. Also, for ease of maintenance and servicing, install a valve on both sides of the strainer
and at the exit piping.
● Install a thermometer and pressure gage on the piping. This is necessary for checking the operation condition
and for maintenance.
● Install a water temperature gage and flow rate adjustment valve on the water piping, so that during test run the
flow rate can be adjusted while observing the water temperature.
● Install an appropriate pipe support on the hot water outlet pipe, so that an excessive load is not imposed on the
outdoor unit.
● Hot water pipe cleaning and air removal
● Thoroughly clean the piping to remove dust and dirt, and any flux or material that can degrade the anti-freeze

and form gel compounds.
Note
Remove the air thoroughly. If there are air pockets then this can prevent water flow and pipe cleaning.
●Anti freeze and rust prevention

Caution
● If anti-freeze is not used then this can cause damage due to freezing and rusting around the unit and the
pipes.
● The method to prevent freezing of the water circulating in the system is by adding anti-freeze. For freeze and rust

prevention, use the prescribed quantity of anti-freeze (Sanyo Genuine: Apollo GHP coolant S).
In order to obtain sufficient anti-freeze and rust prevention effect, add to 35-55% concentration.
● For dilution, use water complying with waterworks standards.
o
● The concentration of anti-freeze should be chosen to be effective at 10 C below the annual lowest temperature.
Anti-freeze Capability Table
Concentration
(volume)
Specific gravity
(20 oC)
Freezing
temperature

35%

40%

45%

50%

55%

1.056

1.063

1.071

1.078

1.086

-20 oC

-24 oC

-30 oC

-35 oC

-42 oC
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4. Outdoor unit installation and construction

●Operating output of the external pump for dispensing hot water (applicable to E190J2GU2W)

$TQYP
$TQYP

1 Operating output of the external pump for dispensing hot water
Output from the outdoor unit 6P terminal board, No. 1 and No. 2 (See Fig. 1)
Output condition: Non-voltage A contact point (When the external pump is operating “contact point closed”,
when stopped “contact point open.”)
Maximum contact point capacity:AC200V 3A(cosθ =0.4)
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2 For electrical cable construction refer to Electrical cabling system diagram (Fig. 2) and the electrical circuit attached to
the outdoor unit.
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1. Parts for the outdoor unit

(1) Exhaust extension kit
1External dimension diagram
●Exhaust extension kit (SGP-PEX224F)

2Limitations when the exhaust pipe is extended
The following limits must be observed when carrying out exhaust pipe extension work.
Limitations during construction

Limiting value

Outdoor air temperature

-5oC or higher

Extension of the exhaust pipe

5m and 4 bends or less

Slope of the exhaust pipe

Greater than 3/100 (upward)

* For exhaust pipe, use product name ONJ pipe φ60 series. This item to be supplied on site,
together with fittings (feet, split-halves) (supplier: Hokuai Corporation).
3Installing separately sold items
● Exhaust extension kit (SGP-PEX224F)
1) Remove the polythene bag from the adaptor for the exhaust gas extension, and verify each component.
2) Use a seal material. The seal material is to be supplied on site. Use Shinetsu Chemicals RTV-KE45 or
equivalent.
Component A

Exhaust gas top
warning mark (red line)

Component B

Screw
(2 including
the opposite side)

Alignment mark

3) Check that the alignment marks on component B are aligned. Pull the exhaust top in the direction of the
arrow.
4) Remove the two screws securing components A and B.
5) These screws will be used again for reassembly, so do not lose them.
6) Pull component B away from component A in the direction of the arrow.
Component A
Existing exhaust gas pipe
Exhaust gas pipe fixing screws (2)

7) Remove the two screws securing the existing exhaust gas pipe on the top of the outdoor unit.
8) Place component A on the top of the existing exhaust gas pipe. Apply some seal material to the tips of the
two screws removed above, and connect component A together with the existing exhaust gas pipe on the top
of the main body.
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2. System Configuration

Component B

Stopper
Seal material to
be applied to
the whole circumference

Screw hole positions

Component A

(Note)
Seal material to be Shinetsu Chemicals
RTV-KE 45 or equivalent.

9) Apply seal material to the two locations indicated in the above diagram, for the whole circumference for
about 3-5mm.
10) Insert component B onto component A, while aligning the screw holes of components A and B, until the
stopper of component B is reached.
Screws (2)
removed at d)

Condition of the seal material
around the bottom of the stopper
to be corrected.

11) Secure component B with the 2 screws removed at 4).
12) Apply seal material around the 2 holes where the 2 screws above are installed, and correct the condition
of the seal material at the bottom of stopper.
Adaptor for
exhaust gas extension

Fig. 5

Exhaust gas top

Alignment mark
on the female side

ONJ pipe female connector
alignment mark

Male side connector
warning mark (red line)

Fig. 6

Exhaust gas top

13) Be sure to install the exhaust gas top on the end of the exhaust gas pipe.

14) Insert the exhaust gas top onto the ONJ pipe until the warning mark (red line) on the male connector
becomes hidden. Refer to figure 6.
15) After connecting, rotate the alignment mark on the female connector through approx. 30°, to prevent it
from being pulled out. (See Figure 6)
16) The exhaust gas top should be installed vertically as shown in Figure 5.
■Cautions regarding construction
●Cautions regarding connecting the ONJ pipe
1) When connecting the ONJ pipe, insert until the warning mark (red line) on the male connector side
becomes hidden. When it is securely connected a “click!” will be heard. Refer to Figure 6.
2) Do not cut the ONJ pipe under any circumstances. If size adjustment is necessary use a slide pipe.
3) After connecting, if it becomes necessary to disconnect, rotate the alignment mark on the female side
and return to the position in Figure 6, and pull the component out.
4) For other points regarding the ONJ pipe, refer to the maker’s instruction manual.
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2. System Configuration

●Method of securing the exhaust gas pipe
1) For securing the exhaust gas pipe, use the installation fittings (legs, split halves) and fit on site. Using
the bolts/screws of the unit top plate secure the pipe. Refer to Figure 7 for an example.
2) Secure the exhaust gas pipe extending from the main body of the unit to the external wall or other
suitable location, using installation fittings every 1.5-2.0m.
3) The limiting distance from the final securing location to the end of the exhaust gas extension pipe shall
be 500mm or less. Refer to Figure 7.
Exhaust gas top
Orientation of opening

Fig. 7
ONJ pipe
Straight pipe
Slide pipe

ONJ pipe
45 ‹ elbow
90 ‹ elbow

Split halves

500mm
or less

Adaptor for exhaust
gas extension

Upward slope
(3/100 or greater)

Support legs

● Separation distance of the exhaust gas pipe
The separation distance (mm) of the exhaust gas pipe from “building parts with finishes made from flammable
materials, non-flammable materials, or quasi-flammable materials” shall be as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8(Space part)
With no thermal insulation

Not contacting

30 or more

With thermal insulation

Exhaust gas pipe

Thermal insulation
thickness 20 or more
Not contacting

Horizontal one directional outlet

● Separation distance of exhaust gas top
The separation distance (mm) of the exhaust gas pipe opening from “building parts with finishes made from
flammable materials, non-flammable materials, or quasi-flammable materials” shall be as shown in Figure 9.
Fig. 9(Separation distance around the exhaust gas top)

300 or more

150
or more

300 or more

150 or more

600
or more

Down

<Reference> The dimensions within the ( )are the distances for the case where a heat-proof board is installed,
and “building parts are effectively finished with non-flammable materials.
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2. System Configuration

● Cautions when using an anti-vibration platform
1) Exhaust gas extension is also possible when an anti-vibration platform is used.
2) If the exhaust gas pipe extension is 500m or less, and installed vertically, then securing is not necessary.
3) For other cases the exhaust gas extension must be secured, using installation fittings, bolts/screws of the
top plate of the unit, etc.
4) For an example, see Figure 7.
●Cautions regarding installing the blow out extension duct
1) If a blow out extension duct is installed, there are occasions when it is difficult to use installation fittings,
etc., because of the shape to the duct. On those occasions, use wire or other suitable means to secure the
duct, as well as bolts and screws of the unit top plate.
2) For an example using support legs, refer to Figure 10.
Figure 10
Leg support fitting

Blow out
extension duct

Exhaust gas top opening
set on the fan side (rear side)

Adaptor for
exhaust gas extension
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1. Periodic maintenance contract

In order to use a gas heat pump (GHP) air conditioning system for a long time, periodic inspection by a specialist service
person is necessary. The company operates a yearly periodic inspection contract system, so when the GHP is purchased
customers are encouraged to take out a contract.
After entering into a contract, a specialist service person will visit your installation for periodic inspection, at intervals
depending upon the number of hours of operation.
For further details regarding the inspection contract, please inquire at the dealer where this system was purchased or our
service company.
(1)Test run

(2)Guarantee period
One year from the day of completion of hand-over of the equipment after making test run.
However, for the engine and parts requiring periodic replacement, the period shall be the shorter of one year from the
date of completion of hand-over of the system after commissioning or 2,000 operating hours.
(3)Periodic inspection items outside the guarantee period.
The number of periodic inspections per year varies depending upon the hours of operating the heating and cooling
system.
The table below shows the case for 2,000 hours of heating/cooling operation in one year. If a periodic inspection
contract is concluded, then a GHP specialist service person will visit, carry out the indicated inspections, replace parts,
and make adjustments. （The time on site will be determined by the service person）

A charge is made for periodic inspection.
Note：The periodic change period is calculated on the basis of 2,000 operating hours per year, and 13 years usable life. If it
becomes necessary to replace parts other than the above periodic replacement parts, there will be a charge separate from
the periodic inspection contract charge.
Note：If dust and dirt get into the fan of the outdoor unit heat exchanger this will result in reduced performance or breakdown.
Therefore, it is recommended that you consult with the dealer where the system was purchased or with a specialist service
company, and have the heat exchangers cleaned. (A charge will be made for this service)
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1. Periodic maintenance contract

■70, 90 Type

■120, 150, 190 Type
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Water heat exchange unit

1. Product configuration

(1) Combination of water heat exchanger unit and outdoor unit

● Water heat exchanger unit is connected 1:1 to outdoor unit.

(2) Construction points diagram

● Outdoor unit, water heat exchanger unit, remote control, power cable, signal cable
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2. System characteristics

System main specification

*Link wiring and multi cannot be mixed.
The operating range for both cooling and heating are the same as for the multi system for buildings.
Water heat exchanger temperature range
cooling temperature range: 5 ~ 15oC and when brine is being used -15-5
heating temperature range: 35 ~ 55oC
Control equipment

*Remote controls are all separately purchased items
Automatic addressing is not possible.
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2. System characteristics

Water heat exchanger unit connection limitations
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3. External view
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4. Specification

(1) Table of specification values
1Water heat exchanger unit

* The cooling and heating capacities are for operation in accordance with JIS B 8613.

* The value in the heating capacity (cold region) column is for combination with a cold region
specification outdoor unit.
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4. Specification

Display lamp

2Remote control switch (RCS-WH500G:Separately sold item)

Item

RCS-WH500G(separately sold item)

Operation

Push button

Stop

Push button

Change from heating to cooling

Seesaw switch

Operation

“ON” during operation

Abnormal

“ON” during an abnormality

Oil warning

“ON” during an oil level warning
“ON” during an oil change time warning
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4. Specification

(2) External dimension diagram
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Water heat exchange unit

4. Specification

(3) Temperature range for cooling and heating use
●cooling

●heating

Notes•)
1.When cooling, if the cold water outlet temperature is less than 5oC, brine at a specified temperature must be used.
2.When starting cooling, even if the cold water outlet temperature is somewhat above15oC the system can operate.
At the start of heating, even if the hot water outlet temperature is lower than 35oC the system can operate.
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4. Specification

(4) Power characteristics
1Performance characteristics graph
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●Flow switch and interlock

●Hot and cold water pump power circuit

Ancillary equipment control board

lOil warning display LED

lAbnormality display LED

Hot and cold
water pump
operate command

Interlock

Water heat exchanger b
refrigerant inlet
temperature

lCooling/heating change switch

Slide SW 4 No.

8P dip SW 2 No.

5P dip SW 1 No.

4P dip SW 1 No.

Rotary SW 5 No.

Water heat exchanger a
freeze prevention
thermostat
Key SW 1 No.

Water heat exchanger a
refrigerant outlet
temperature

Water heat exchanger a
refrigerant inlet
temperature

Water heat exchanger b
freeze prevention
thermostat

Water heat exchanger b
refrigerant outlet
temperature

Hot and cold water
outflow temperature

lStop button

lOperate display LED

Hot and cold water
intake temperature

lOperate button

20 No. LED output

Serial communication

Water heat exchanger
a-1 electric valve

Water heat exchanger
a-2 electric valve

Water heat exchanger
b-1 electric valve

Water heat exchanger
b-1 electric valve

Water heat exchanger unit

Controller board

Separately sold remote control or
central monitoring board
<sensor input>

PC

LED output 7 No.
7 segment LED
output 6 No.

Key SW 4 No.
Slide SW 2 No.

Cooling water
float SW
Refrigerant
pressure SW

Exhaust gas
temperature
Compressor
inlet pressure
Compressor
outlet pressure

Compressor inlet
temperature
Compressor outlet
temperature
Coil inlet tem
perature
Coil outlet
temperature
External air
temperature

Fan motor 1

Crank angle sensor
Cam angle sensor
Engine oil pressure SW
Cooling water
Starter motor
Ignition 1
Ignition 2
Ignition 3
Ignition 4
Step motor

Engine

Oil float switch L level

Oil float switch H level

Fuel adjustment valve

Solenoid valve 1 for oil supply
Solenoid valve 2 for oil supply

Fan motor 2
Engine oil supply pump

Inverter

Cooling water pump

Neutralizer heater

Crank case heater

Fuel gas valve 2

Fuel gas valve 1

Bypass valve
Expansion valve
Liquid valve
Four-way valve

Water heat exchange unit
5. Control

(1) System block diagram

Controller board

Water heat exchange unit

5. Control

(2) External terminal input specification

bnormality reset switch
(SW13)
Remote/local change
switch (SW11)

Cooling/heating
change switch (SW10)
Local operate/
stop switch (SW9)

End switch (SW12)
Indoor outdoor
communication monitor (LE16)
Abnormal
communication display (LE8)

Special switch
(SW8)

Sensor abnormality
display (LED9)
Freezing abnormality
display (LED10)

Communication address
switch (SW6)

Setting abnormality
display (LED11)

Parallel switch
(SW7)

Interlock input monitor
(LED12)
External cooling/heating
input monitor (LED13)

Hot water temperature
setting switch (SW4, 5)

Cold water temperature
setting switch (SW2, 3)

Setting switch (SW1)
Relay output monitor
(LE1)

Outdoor unit address
switch (SW14)

Relay output monitor
(LE2)
Relay output monitor
(LE3)
Start up verification
display (LE21)

Relay output monitor
(LE4)
Relay output monitor
(LE5)

Heating display
(LE22)
Abnormality
display (LE23)

Remote control output
monitor (LE18)

Outdoor operation input
monitor (LE15)

Remote control output
monitor (LE19)

Outdoor stop input
monitor (LE14)

Remote control output
monitor (LE20)
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White

White

White

Grey
Violet

White

Blue
Yellow
Orange
Red
Brown
Black

Red

Power source

Black

Red

White

Yellow

White

White

Green

Black

Black

Black

Hot and cold
water unit
Abnormal
operate
Oil warning Cooling

Hot and cold
water pump
operate command
Interlock

Cooling/
Operate heating Operate Oil

Stop

Red

Black

Black

Yellow

Blue

White

Brown
Brown
Yellow
Yellow

Control board

Red
Red
Blue
Orange
Grey

Brown

Brown
Red

Black

Blue
Violet

Black

Orange
Red
Yellow
Black
Grey

Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow

Heating

Pink
Blue
Violet
Grey
Abnormal

White

Orange
Red
Yellow
Black
Grey

Orange
Red
Yellow
Black
Grey
Brown
Blue
Violet
White
Grey
Orange
Red
Yellow
Black
Grey

Orange
Red
Yellow
Black
Grey
Brown
Blue
Violet
White
Grey
Orange
Red
Yellow
Black
Grey

Indoor/outdoor
communication
spare terminal

Blue

Blue

Blue

Communication

Indoor
outdoor

Brown
Red
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Orange
Blue
Violet

Electrical cabling diagram

Code

B(2F) electric valve 2

B(2F) electric valve 1

A(1F) electric valve 2

A(1F) electric valve 1

2F freeze sensor

1F freeze sensor

2F refrigerant outlet sensor

2F refrigerant inlet sensor

1F refrigerant outlet sensor

1F refrigerant inlet sensor

Hot and cold water outlet sensor

Hot and cold water inlet sensor

Power switch

Noise filter

Power transformer

Varistor

Fuse

Terminal board

Name

Water heat exchange unit
5. Control

(3) Electrical cabling diagram

Water heat exchange unit

5. Control

(4) Abnormality display
●Reset method [common for to ]: After removing the cause of the abnormality, automatic recovery or reset button
1Sensor abnormality (determined on the water heat exchanger side)
Water heat exchanger unit refrigerant inlet temperature (primary or secondary) [F01]
• Detection method Wire break (-30oC t) or short circuit (130 oC t)
Abnormality of water heat exchanger unit freeze prevention sensor(primary or secondary)[F02]
• Detection method Wire break (-30oC t) or short circuit (130 oC t)
Abnormality of water heat exchanger unit refrigerant outlet temperature (primary or secondary)[F03]
• Detection method Wire break (-30 oC t) or short circuit ((130 oC t)
Abnormality of hot and cold water inlet temperature sensor [F10]
• Detection method Wire break (-30oC t) or short circuit (80 oC t)
Abnormality of hot and cold water outlet temperature sensor [F11]
• Detection method Wire break (-30 oC t) or short circuit (80 oC t)
2Serial communication abnormality, faulty setting (determined by the water heat exchanger unit, remote control
side)
Faulty remote control reception[E01]
• Detection method: No communication addressed to the device has been received for 3 minutes
Remote control transmission fault [E02]
• Detection method: The device cannot read it’s own transmissions for 3 minutes
Faulty reception from the remote control by the water heat exchanger unit [E03]
• Detection method: There has been no communications addressed to the device for 3 minutes
Faulty reception from the outdoor side by the water heat exchanger unit [E04]
• Detection method There has been no communications addressed to the device for 3 minutes
Faulty transmission to the outdoor side from the water heat exchanger unit [E05]
• Detection method: The device cannot read it’s own transmissions for 3 minutes
Duplication of indoor unit address forbidden link cabling [E08]
• Detection method Another unit has the same indoor unit address as the unit
Faulty transmission by the water heat exchanger unit to the remote control [E13]
• Detection method: The device cannot read it’s own transmissions for 3 minutes
3Faulty setting, setting not completed (determined by the water heat exchanger unit)
Faulty setting [L16]
• Detection method (setting temperature, chiller/water, shift) switch set outside specification range
Duplication of parallel address (when using RS485 communication) [L19]
• Detection method Another device has the same parallel address as the device
4Other warnings (determined by the water heat exchanger unit)
Water heat exchanger unit freeze warning [P11]
• Detection method While the outdoor unit is operating, the freeze prevention temperature is detected by
either the freeze prevention sensor, the hot and cold water inlet/outlet sensor, or the refrigerant outlet
temperature sensor.
Interlock warning (ancillary equipment)[P23]
• Detection method Within 30 seconds after a hot and cold water pump operate command, the interlock
does not turn ON, or, the interlock turns off during a hot and cold water pump operate command.
Non-volatile memory (EEPROM) abnormality [F29]
• Detection method Inability to write normally
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5. Control

(5) Remote control capability list
Change
Remote control type

control?MAX?

Start/stop

Warning

Setting

Unit number

display

temperature

control

Lamp

×(*1)

×

Rotation

cooling/he
ating

RCS?WH500G

1 unit

Parent/
Connection method

External

External

operation

input

output

×

×

×

timer
child

8 wire

Shift

×

×

×

*1)Can be set at 1oC intervals from the rotary SW on the control board of the water heat exchanger unit.

<<Caution items>>
● Remote start/stop input (water heat exchanger unit control board) andRCS-WH500G cannot both be used at the
same time.
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6. Installation construction

(1) Installation construction
Carefully read the following “Cautions Regarding Safety” before beginning the installation work and electrical construction
work.
The precautions given in this test consist of specific [ Warnings] and [ Cautions]. They are all important items regarding
safety, so they must be carried out.
Their meanings are as described below.
Warnings : Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the possibility of serious personal injury or
even death.
Cautions : Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the danger of personal injury or physical
damage.

Warning
● Equipment installation and electrical work should be entrusted to the dealer where this product was purchased, or a

●

●

●

●
●

specialist contractor. Incomplete electrical installations carried out by yourself can result in water leaks, electric
shocks or fire.
The installation and electrical work should be carried out in accordance with “To those undertaking the installation
construction”, “ To those undertaking the electrical construction”. If there is a defect in the installation then this can
result in refrigerant or water leaks, electric shocks, or cause fires.
The electrical installation should be carried out by a properly qualified electrician, in accordance with “Technical
criteria for electrical equipment”, “Electrical wiring regulations”, “To those undertaking the installation construction”, “
To those undertaking the electrical construction”, and the specification for power supply for gas heat pump air
conditioners, and be certain to provide a dedicated power circuit. If the power circuit has insufficient capacity, or if
there is a defect in the electrical construction then this can result in an electric shock, or cause fires.
If the water heat exchanger unit is installed in an equipment room or similar, then it must be designed so that if there
is a refrigerant leak the density limit of 0.3kg/m3 will not be exceeded, in accordance with the installation criteria for
cooling and air conditioning equipment (S0010) published by the High Pressure Gas Safety Institute of Japan.
If this limit is exceeded then either provide an opening to the adjoining room, or provide a gas leak warning device
that operates a ventilation system. If a gas leak occurred in a narrow room and the density limit were exceeded, this
could cause a suffocation accident.
If a refrigerant leak should occur during installation operations, ventilate the area.
If refrigerant gas comes in contact with flames from a welding torch, then this could generate poisonous gas.
After installation of the refrigerant piping is complete, carry out a leak test with nitrogen to confirm that there are no
leaks. If refrigerant gas leaks into the room and comes into contact with fan heaters, stoves, etc., poisonous gas could
be generated.

Caution
● When handling refrigerant gas, do not directly touch the gas. This can cause burns due to freezing.
● Thoroughly insulate the refrigerant piping with insulation material in accordance with “To those undertaking

installation construction”. If the pipes are not insulated then this can result in water leaks or burns. (The thick pipe
must be insulated with material for 120oC or greater.)
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6. Installation construction

Warning
● Securely install the water heat exchanger unit in a location that is sufficiently capable of withstanding the weight of

the unit. (Secure the unit with anchor bolts.) If the strength is insufficient then the water heat exchanger unit could
topple, causing injuries, etc.
● Carry out the prescribed installation construction in preparation for typhoons and other strong winds, and earthquakes.
If there is a defect in the installation then this could cause an accident by overturning of the unit.

Warning
● Do not install the water heat exchanger unit in locations where flammable gases are generated, flow in, accumulate or

leak, or where volatile flammable materials are handled. This could cause fires due to flammable materials or
flammable gases igniting.
● Provide the required space for inspection and maintenance. (See Figure 2)
If this space is insufficient this could cause an accident by falling from installation location.
● If the water heat exchanger unit is installed in a roof or other high position, provide a permanent ladder or hand grip
in order to prevent falls. Also provide a fence or hand grip around the water heat exchanger unit.
● Install the unit in a location where drainage water can be easily managed.
If there is a defect then this could result in water leaks, leaks into property, etc.
•The drain pipes that pass indoors should be as short as possible.
•The drain pipes that pass indoors must be insulated.
•Make sure that the drain water does not cause trouble for the neighboring building.
● Check that the unit is horizontal with a level.
If the unit is not horizontal then this could result in water leaks.
● When the unit is being lifted in, do not turn it on it’s side.
This could damage the equipment, and cause a breakdown.

1Avoid locations where there are machines that generate high frequencies.
2If lifting in the water heat exchanger unit by suspending it
● Suspend the unit by attaching ropes to the four suspension fittings on the base.
● When attaching the rope, do so in way that does not damage or deform the external cladding, by using timber battens for
example.
● When lifting by a crane, make sure that the crane hook is more than 1m from the unit.

300 or more
(50 or more)

3If installing the water heat exchanger unit indoors, provide a drain pan underneath the unit to receive any water drops
that form from condensation, etc.

Anchor bolts M10 or larger
Figure 1 Anchor bolt positions

Figure 2
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50 or more

50 or more
(300 or more)

Water heat
600 or more exchanger unit
(refrigerant
piping side)

On one side of
the unit provide
300mm or more

(units : mm)

Water heat exchange unit

6. Installation construction

(2) Refrigerant piping construction
Caution
When removing or tightening the flare nut of the refrigerant connector, be sure to use a double spanner, and
apply the appropriate torque. If damage or loosening of the flare portion occurs, this can result in leakage of
refrigerant and could cause a suffocation accident.

Connected
pipe

Pipe diameter

Tightening torque (N, m)

φ19.05(3/4’’)

100 ~ 120

Pipe connector
Spanner
Figure 4

1 Lay the pipes so that the length of piping is as short as possible, and the difference in high and low points is minimized.
Also, when bending pipes, do not break them.

2 The limitations on refrigerant pipe length between the water heat exchanger unit and the outdoor unit, and the difference
in height between the high and low points are shown in Table 2. When installing, it is necessary to provide additional
refrigerant charge for the length of the refrigerant pipes.
Refrigerant
additional
charge quantity
280g/m

Allowable
pipe length
120m
(effective
length 145m)

Allowable difference in high
and low points
Outdoor unit
is higher
50m

Refrigerant pipe (copper pipe C1220T
Outer diameter×thickness mm)

Outdoor unit Liquid side
is lower
*35m

Gas side

19.05×1.0

38.1×1.8

* For cooling operation when the outdoor air temperature is 10oC or less, this value should be 30m.

3 Do not allow dust, dirt, or moisture to become trapped inside the piping.
4 After connecting the piping, carry out a gas tightness test by means of an air purge (Figure 5)
It is a legal obligation to carry out a leak test in accordance with the High Pressure Gas Safety Law. Therefore, after
connecting the pipes, carry out the test in accordance with the points below, to confirm that there are no leaks from the
joints. Subsequently fill in the form inside the outdoor unit (details of high pressure gas manufacturing facility, etc.).
Pressure
reducing
valve

Cautions
1) Gas pressure in the gas tightness test : F3.0MPa
(If the outdoor unit is H1 type, then the
pressure is 2.74MPa)
2) After the gas tightness test, carry out vacuum suction down
to 667Pa.
3) Do not open the closed outdoor unit valves until the gas
tightness and vacuum suction tests are complete.
5 Apply thermal insulation to the piping.

Vacuum
gage

Pressure
gage

Closed
valve
(outdoor unit)

Nitrogen
Weighing
scales Vacuum
pump

● Apply the thermal insulation after completing the leak
check on the pipe joints.
● Apply thermal insulation to both the thick pipes and
thin pipes.
6 A gas heat pump air conditioning system must be installed
in accordance with the “High pressure gas safety law”, the
“Refrigeration safety regulations”, the “Criteria for
refrigeration installations” published by the High Pressure
Gas Safety Institute of Japan, and all the necessary
reporting procedures must be carried out.

(water heat
exchanger unit)

Three-way
fitting

Gage manifold

Figure 5

Thermal insulation
(resistant to at least 120oC)
Indoor/outdoor operation cable
Wrap with decorative tape,
so that it does not come into
contact with the thin pipe

Thermal insulation
Thin pipe (liquid pipe)
Thick pipe
(gas pipe)
Figure 6
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Decorative tape
(to prevent ingress of rainwater)

Water heat exchange unit

6. Installation construction

(3) Water piping construction
Warning
● Only use water as the heat medium for the hot and cold water and the chilled water.
Otherwise, this could result in fires or explosions.

Caution
● Use water that complies with water standards for hot and cold water and for cooling water.
Poor quality water can cause breakdown or water leaks.
● Dispose of brine and cleaning fluid in accordance with the applicable regulations.
If these items are illegally disposed, not only will this result in legal matters, but it will also have bad effect
on the environment and health.

(1)

Water pipes can be connected to either the front or the rear of the water heat exchanger unit. When shipped from the
factory, rubber stoppers are fitted to the openings. Openings that are not being used should be closed with the rubber
stopper.

(2)

Connect the hot and cold water circulation pump to the inlet pipe side of the water heat exchanger.

(3)

Make the opening of the water pipe larger than the opening of the connector (50A), and use as few bends as possible,
in order to reduce the pipe resistance as much as possible. Also, use unions or flanges near the unit, so that the unit
can be easily removed.

(4)

Install a suitable water removal valve and air removal valve in the water pipes. If air becomes mixed with the liquid in
the pipes, this can cause noise, corrosion, and reduced performance.

(5)

Make sure that there is always at least the minimum quantity of water (0.3m3) in the system. (if the water quantity is
small, provide a storage tank or similar). If there is insufficient water in the unit this will cause the system to stop
frequently or to breakdown.

(6)

Provide a water thermometer and flow rate adjustment valve, so that during test running it is possible to adjust the
cold (hot) water flow rate while watching the water temperature. Also, after adjusting, do not touch the adjustment
valve.

(7)

Adjust the water pressure so that the pressure in the water heat exchanger is less than ‚0.69N/mm‚2.

(8)

Install an expansion tank within the water pipe system.

(9)

The hot and cold water flow rate should be within the range shown in Figure 3. If used outside this range then it could
cause breakdown due to corrosion or freezing of the water heat exchanger unit.

(11) Within the water heat exchanger unit there is a
circuit such that, if the external air temperature and
the temperature of the water within the unit fall, the
hot and cold water circulation pump automatically
starts, to prevent freezing within the water heat
exchanger unit. However, if the unit location or if
the insulation to the water pipes is insufficient, the
temperature of the water in the pump and hot and
cold water pipes might fall and freeze before the
temperature of the water in the unit falls. In this
situation provide a circuit which detects the outdoor
air temperature at the position of the whole water
circulation system where the water temperature falls
fastest, so that the hot and cold water circulation
pump can automatically start.
Attach suitable suspension fittings to the pipes, so
that no unreasonable load is applied to the water
heat exchanger unit.
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Water pressure loss (kPa)

(10) Provide sufficient insulation to the water pipes.
If insufficient insulation is provided then this will result in loss of heat. Also, in a severe cold period damage due to
freezing of the pipes can occur.

Maximum allowable
flow rate
Minimum necessary
flow rate

Standard flow rate

Hot and cold water flow rate (M3/h)

Water heat exchange unit

6. Installation construction

(4)Drain piping construction
Warning
● Do not use the same drain pipe for both the outdoor unit and the indoor units. This could cause
poisoning due to flow of exhaust gas indoors.
● Do not connect the indoor unit drain pipe to a gutter in which sulfurous or other harmful gases are
generated. This could result in harmful gases leaking indoors, and causing poisoning.

Caution
● Connect the drain pipes in accordance with “To those undertaking installation construction”, and
provide sufficient insulation so that condensation is not generated. If there is a defect in the piping
then this could cause water leaks, and leakage into property.
● he drain is should allow the water to run naturally, so provide a downward slope of 1/100 or greater. If
an upward slope is provided then drainage water will flow backwards, and cause leaks.
● After completion of the piping, check the drains to make sure that there are no leaks, and apply
insulation to the drain part located indoors. Otherwise, this could cause water leaks or condensation.
3 Drain openings are provided in two locations (25A) on the water heat exchanger unit (front and rear). The
side that is not being used should be closed with a stopper (supplied on site).
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7. Points regarding electrical construction

(1) Cable Capacity
● Cable capacity (Use of power supply 600V vinyl cable, IV cable is standard, supplied on site)
Unit portion

Outdoor unit

Model type

E90 type

Water heat exchanger unit

E190 type

WE80, 170 type

Switch capacity (A)

30

30

Fuse capacity (A)

15

15

Power supply cable
(metal pipe, vinyl chloride pipe)
Voltage drop standard
2%

Cable minimum size

2mm2
(29)

2mm2
(17)

2 mm2

Length up to 25m

2mm2

3.5mm2

2 mm2

Length up to 50m

3.5mm2

8mm2

2 mm2

Length up to 75m

5.5mm2

14mm2

2 mm2

Length up to 100m

8mm2

14mm2

2 mm2

Length up to 200m

14mm2

-

-

Grounding cable size

2mm2

Indoor/outdoor operation cable

0.5mm2~2mm2(total length up to 1000m)

Remote control cable size

0.5mm2~2mm2(total length up to 300m)

Cold (hot) water pump operation cable size

0.5mm2 ~ 2 mm2(total length up to 300m)

●The value inside ( ) for the minimum cable size is the maximum length (m).

(2) Electrical cabling system diagram

Outdoor unit
Outdoor
power source

Water heat exchanger/outdoor unit
operation cable

Grounding

Electro-magnetic
contactor
Water heat
exchanger

Hot and cold
water pump

Brown

Red

Orenge

Yellow

Pink

Blue

Violet

Grey

Remote control cabling
(supplied on site)

Remote control switch
(separately sold item)
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Flow switch

Power source for
electro-magnetic
contactor
Power source for
hot and cold
water pump

Water heat exchange unit

7. Points regarding electrical construction

(3) Cautions regarding electrical construction
Carefully read the following guidelines to ensure safety before beginning the electrical construction work.
The precautions given in this test consist of specific [ Warnings] and [ Cautions]. They are all important items regarding
safety, so they must be carried out.
Their meanings are as described below.
Warnings : Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the possibility of serious personal injury or
even death.
Cautions : Indicates situations in which faulty operation could result in the danger of personal injury or physical
damage.

1Cautions regarding safety

Warning
● Electrical installation should be entrusted to the dealer where this product was purchased, or a
professional contractor. Incomplete electrical installations carried out by yourself can result in defects,
electric shocks or fire.
● The electrical installation should be carried out by an properly qualified electrician, in accordance with
“Technical criteria for electrical equipment”, “Electrical wiring regulations”, “ To those undertaking the
electrical construction (chiller)”. If there is a defect in the electrical construction then this can result
in an electric shock, or cause fires.
2Cautions regarding electrical cabling construction

Warning
● Use a dedicated branch circuit for the electrical cabling, and do not share it with other equipment.
Secondary damage can occur as a result of a circuit breaker activating.
● Use only the specified cable (type, size) and carefully join them. Ensure that external force from the
cable does not transmit to the terminals by securing them properly. If the cable joints are not stable
then this can result in heat generation and cause fires.

Caution
● Fix an overload circuit breaker to each unit with the correct load setting. If the incorrect breaker is
installed then this can result in heating, short circuit, and lead to fires.
● Fix an earth leakage breaker to each unit with the correct load setting. (earth leakage breaker rating:
30mA, 0.1s)
If an earth leakage breaker is not installed then this can result in electrical shocks and fires.
● For the grounding connection, install a D type connection in accordance with the Technical Criteria for
Electrical Equipment (used to be type 3 grounding connection).Do not connect the grounding cable to
gas pipes, water pipes, lightning conductors, or telephone grounding cables. If the grounding is not
sound then this can cause electric shocks.
● This equipment uses an inverter, so use an earth leakage breaker that is compliant with an inverter.
● Fix the electrical power cable and the operation cable between the water heat exchanger unit and the outdoor unit to
the fixing clamper in the outdoor unit, and do not touch the following type of objects.
•The moving or high temperature parts of an engine or electrical machine.
•Refrigerant piping, small diameter pressure reading test pipe or any part of the refrigerant circuit.
•Sharp edges of fitting metals or other objects .
● When laying the electrical power cable and the operation cable between the water heat exchanger unit and the outdoor
unit to the electrical equipment box, leave about 20cm of slack inside the box.
● The remote control cable has polarity, so be certain to connect to the correct terminal number.
● Use signal cable for communication cable (remote control, operation cable between water heat exchanger unit and the
outdoor unit) to make it easy to differentiate from power cable (AC 230V).
Also, do not run the power cable with the communication cables.
● Keep the chiller power and communication cables at least 3m from television, radio, stereo, interphone, personal
computer, word processor, and telephone including antenna, operation, and power cables. This can cause noise and
other undesirable effects.
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8. Position of center of gravity and earthquake resistance calculation

(1) Installation fixing position and center of gravity position
1Position of center of gravity
Front view

Left side view

G

G

hG

hG

l G2

l G1
l1
Outdoor unit
type
WE80 type
WE170 type

l2

Position of fastenings
l1

l2

1,040
1,040

460
460

Position of center of gravity
l G1

lG 2

hG

Product
mass
(kg)

2Anchor bolt calculations
●Evaluation by calculation

1Foundation bolt conditions
 Total no. of bolts(N)

N =㩷 㩷 4㩷

 bolt diameter(D)

D =㩷 㩷 10

 bolt cross-sectional area(A)

A = πD2/4 =㩷

 bolts on one side䋺short direction(n1)

n1 =㩷 2㩷 㩷 No. ………..current models have 2 bolts

㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷

No. ………..current models have 4 bolts
mm ………..for M10 bolts
mm2

79

long direction(n2) n2 =㩷 2㩷 㩷 No. ………..current models have 2 bolts

 The installation method is “embedded J type, JA type bolts”, on a slab 15cm thick.
Ta =㩷 4,508㩷 N
Foundation bolt allowable short term tensile load(Ta)
(It is also acceptable to decide the installation method after completing the calculation)

2 Calculation
KH =㩷 1.0㩷 㩷 ………..installation location:KH on roof: 1.0
 Design horizontal magnitude(KH)
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 on ground:0.4

 Operating load(W)

W =㩷

 Horizontal earthquake force(FH)

FH = KH䊶W=㩷 㩷

㩷N

(=operating mass×9.8)

㩷  Height of center of gravity(h)

 Vertical earthquake force(FV)

hG =㩷
F V =FH /2=㩷
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mm

N
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8. Position of center of gravity and earthquake resistance calculation

Distance from center of gravity to bolt
Short direction(lG1 )

l G1 =㩷 㩷

㩷 mm㩷

Long direction(lG2 )

lG2 =

㩷 mm㩷

Bolt span

Short direction(l1 )

l1 =

mm㩷

Long direction(l2 )

l2 =

mm㩷

Actual strength of the foundation bolts
S hort term allowable tensile stress(ft )

ft =㩷 176 㩷 㩷 N/mm2…㩷 for SS400 ft :176

Short term allowable shear stress (fs )

fs =㩷

Pull out load on one bolt

99 㩷 㩷 N/mm2…㩷 for SS400 fS6 : 132×0.75

Shor t direction(Rb1)

Rb 1 = 㩷 㩷

FH hG–(W - FV) l G1
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷l 㩷 㩷n㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷
㩷㩷
1
1

N

Long direction(Rb2)

F h - ( W-F ) l
Rb 2 = 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 H㩷 㩷 㩷Gl 㩷 㩷n㩷 㩷V 㩷 㩷G2 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷
2
2

㩷 N

Foundation bolt shear stress(τ)

F
τ =㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 H㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷
N A

㩷 㩷 N/mm2

bolt tensile stress
Shor t direction( δ1)

R b1
δ 1 =㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 A㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 =㩷

㩷 㩷 N/mm2

Long direction( δ 2)

R
δ2 =㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 b㩷2 㩷 㩷 =㩷
A

㩷 N/mm2

11 Foundation

12 Allowable

tensile stress in a bolt subject to simultaneous tensile and shear stress(fts)
ft s =1.4 ft-1.6 τ =㩷 231.4㩷 N/mm2

3Judgment
Tensile load

S hort direction䋺if Rb1<Ta

OK

Rb1=㩷

㩷 <㩷 Ta=

4 ,508

Long direction䋺if Rb2<Ta

OK

Rb2=㩷

㩷 <㩷 Ta=

4 ,508

Shear stress
if τ < fs

τ =㩷

㩷 <㩷 fs =㩷

short direction䋺 if δ1< ft
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 OK
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
δ 1< fts

δ 1=㩷

㩷

Long direction䋺if δ 2< ft
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 OK
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
δ 2< fts

δ 2=㩷

㩷

OK

Tensile stress

99

<㩷 ft㩷 =㩷 176
<㩷 fts=㩷 231.4
<㩷 ft㩷 =㩷 176
㩷
<㩷 fts=㩷 231.4
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